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Foreword

This is an annotated bibliography prepared by the Resilience Development Initiative – Urban Refugee Research Group (RDI-UREF) team. This document, titled Annotated Bibliography: Urban Refugee Management in Indonesia and Southeast Asia, aims to guide readers into the world of works of literature on urban refugees and related themes in Indonesia specifically, and within the broader Southeast Asian context. Urban refugees is a growing issue in migration studies that is still receiving little scholarly attention. Definition of the term urban refugee is still subject to debate, as each concerned entity has its distinct definition of the term depending on the practical use and objective of their work. This annotated bibliography seeks to promote an understanding of urban refugees by presenting brief summaries of studies related to refugee management in urban areas. With that, hopefully, readers will be able to form a working definition of the term urban refugee, and identify the challenges of refugee management at national and city levels. This publication is a part of RDI-UREF 2020 research project on Refugee Management in Indonesian Cities funded by the Sasakawa Peace Foundation, Japan.

This annotated bibliography curates work on the urban refugee management and urban development nexus by scholars, students, and organizations. The raw materials were collected through browsing online publications using the terms “urban refugees,” “refugee management,” and “city welcoming refugees,” as well as through visits to university libraries in Indonesia. We then categorized the materials and ranked them based on relevance to the targeted themes. We summarized the articles and provided a short review of each article. However, the thematic organization of the bibliography does not reflect the intersection of the various foci in the pieces of literature. We hope that this work helps those interested in Indonesian and Southeast Asian urban refugee management to navigate the enormous body of literature available on refugees and forced displacement.

This annotated bibliography includes books, journal articles, and other materials on urban refugees specifically or on refugee issues from perspectives relevant to urban studies, covering Indonesian cases and select Southeast Asian regional cases, specifically Malaysia and Thailand. The materials classification is organized as follows. First, Indonesia-specific themes on urban refugee management, categorized into peer-reviewed journal publications, reports or non-peer-reviewed articles, and selected opinion pieces, blog entries, or articles. Second, urban refugee management in Southeast Asia with a highlight on Malaysian and Thai cases, categorized into peer reviewed journal publications and non-peer-reviewed publications. Third, selected topics on urban refugees under the following themes: remaking of urban space; shelters, camps, and housing of refugees in urban areas; social integration; and refugees and COVID-19. We also provide selected titles for further reference. The organization of each chapter is by alphabetical order.
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Urban Refugee Management in Indonesia
1.1 Peer reviewed papers


The article evaluates the implications of Indonesia adopting the Global Compacts on Refugees and Migration. The author suggests that as a country that is a non-signatory of the 1951 Refugee Convention and a transit country since the 1970s, Indonesia’s adopting the Global Compacts is a significant commitment to supporting international human rights instruments. The author concludes that adoption of the Global Compacts may boost Indonesia’s mechanisms to better protect refugees.

The article acknowledges that by adopting the Global Compact on Refugees, Indonesia will be more flexible in providing support and protection. Not all four objectives of the Global Compact have been fully implemented within Indonesia’s policy and practices. The objectives of “easing pressures on host countries” and “enhancing refugee self-reliance,” for example, are not explicitly stipulated in Indonesia’s policy and other legal frameworks. Thus, adopting the Refugee Global Compact could be considered a commitment to international cooperation, but it will not guarantee a change in national law and policies on refugees, and may not ensure that effective practices beneficial to refugees are adapted.


The article describes social workers’ role as the front line of social services in assisting refugees and asylum seekers on refugee issues in Indonesia, and provides a conceptual framework that may help inform the government to ratify the 1951 Convention. The article
also addresses three main problems concerning refugee issues in Indonesia: legal rights, detention conditions, and biological, psychological, social, and spiritual (BPSS) aspects. The research methodology includes integrative literature reviews, semi-structured interviews, and exploratory studies focusing on social workers’ roles in working on refugee and asylum seeker issues. According to the study, social workers play an important role in helping refugees and asylum seekers’ adjustment process in the transit country. Their roles include motivator, advocate, and counselor, as well as brokers for other social and health services. Recommendations are directed to the government from a social work perspective, with a caveat that those recommendations may not be fully achieved since Indonesia has not ratified the 1951 Refugee Convention.

The authors assert that their aim is to encourage the government to ratify the 1951 Refugee Convention through analysis and consideration from a social work perspective. Nevertheless, the discussion does not include Indonesia’s recent Presidential Decree on Refugees, which in our opinion, renders it insufficient as a basis for recommendations to the government to ratify the convention.


This article aims to describe the regulations that govern the fulfillment of medical services and food provisions to illegal foreigners or detainees in Rudenim Makassar and explore factors influencing the mechanisms of fulfilling detainees’ basic medical services needs daily food. Using descriptive qualitative research, the study collects data through literature and document reviews, observation, and interviews with Rudenim staff and detainees for two months. There are three international legal instruments concerning medical services and food provisions to detainees, namely Article 25 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and Article 11 and 12 of the International Covenant on Economic Social and Cultural Rights, and the 1974 World Food Declaration. At the national level, three legal instruments cover the detainee rights on medical and food services: Article 28H UUD 1945, UU No. 39/1999 about human rights, UU No. 36/2009 about medical assistance as well as regulations from Immigration regarding the standards and procedures of Rudenim in managing the detainees. Several factors influencing the fulfilment of medical and food services to detainees are the adequate number of Rudenim staff, insufficient budget, limited medical facilities, and limited infrastructure and facilities for food services.

The article is useful in providing information regarding the international and national legal instruments and the standard and procedures of Rudenim in regards to the fulfillment of detainees’ basic rights (medical services and food provisions). However, the results
and discussion presented is repetitive. There is no full elaboration in the findings on supporting factors. The analysis would be more convincing if there was further information and explanation regarding the correlation between the inadequate number of Rudenim staff and the mechanisms for distributing and preparing medical and food services.


The article explores the solidarity of the Makassar community towards Rohingya refugees in Makassar while also analyzing factors that support or hinder solidarity. The research is qualitative. Data is collected through direct observations and interviews in three Rohingya refugee centers, namely Wisma Baji Rupa, Wisma Mustika, and KPI. The analysis suggests that the solidarity of the local community is still limited to collective actions such as charity (e.g., donations of clothing and foodstuffs), providing vocational training for refugees to help them prepare for resettlement in third countries (e.g., cooking and sewing classes, English lessons, driving lessons), and affirmative action in the form of rallies or praying together for those who are still waiting for resettlement. These actions, however, cannot be considered as part of the culture of the local community.

Factors hindering solidarity include the local community’s financial instability, limited knowledge regarding Rohingya refugees’ existence in Makassar, and the social dynamics between refugees and the local community, with the local community becoming less empathetic towards refugees due to a lack of social interaction between them. Three implications that could be further expanded in future research are refugees’ transit periods, their status during transit, and how the government could contribute to refugees’ lives to give back to the country. Although there is limited information about the methodology, the article is insightful in exploring the Makassar community’s solidarity towards Rohingya refugees.


The article explains the effort of the Indonesia government to fulfill the rights of refugee
children and asylum seekers to obtain proper education during their temporary stay in the country. The qualitative methodology uses data from reviews of normative-empiric laws, primary and secondary laws, interviews, and observation at Rudenim Jakarta and Semarang. The paper concludes that Indonesia should provide formal education for refugee children because Indonesia has ratified the 1989 Convention on the Rights of the Child, which states that education provision to children is mandatory regardless of their nationality. It signifies that refugee children and children of asylum seekers are eligible to obtain a formal education in Indonesia. The article also provides a brief description of educational provisions for refugee children in Rudenim and community housing.

The article provides an insightful analysis of The 1989 UN Convention on the Rights of the Child and Indonesia’s policies and regulations. However, in the methodology section, details are lacking about participant selection for interview. While the study is limited to two Rudenim, it is not possible to generalize Indonesia’s findings.


The article presents an overview of refugees’ lives in Cisarua, Bogor over a protracted period by outlining current policy frameworks and their implications on refugees, followed by discussion focusing on education for refugee children. The study uses qualitative research, using interviews and participant observation, and the life experiences, personal journals, and other recordings of one refugee to elucidate the current situation and activities aimed at fulfilling refugees’ social and physical needs while waiting for resettlement. The findings suggest that Australia’s Operation Sovereign Borders affected refugees’ lives in Indonesia, leaving many refugees trapped in Indonesia with limited support. Subsequently, refugee-led initiatives emerged as a means to build trust within the refugee community and promote mutual support. Many educated refugees now provide language learning programs and other vocational skills to adult refugees while keeping focused on education for refugee children. The authors conclude that despite the difficulties and restrictions in exercising their rights, refugees have cultivated coping mechanisms, collectively looking for solutions and strengthening their community cohesion.

The article is useful as it presents information from the founder of Cisarua Refugee Learning Centre in Bogor. Discussion on Australian policy and its impact on Indonesia and on refugees is also insightful for those interested in refugee issues across Indonesia and Australia.

This paper maps factors influencing the refugee's decision making in Yogyakarta using Bronfenbrenner’s ecological model. The model consists of the microsystem, mesosystem, ecosystem, and macrosystem shaping individual development or choices influenced by changes in socio-political, economic, and environmental systems. In this study, rational choice, strain, and migration theory are used to understand the refugees’ decision-making process. Many of the decisions are made as a response to the uncertainty and anxiety of failures in the ecological and social system, which encompass the individual’s fundamental needs. This paper also discusses that access to information is an important factor influencing changes in decision-making. By interviewing four refugees in Yogyakarta, this study argues that there has been a change in the choices made to go to a third country. Asylum seekers choose to pursue legal processing in Indonesia after the ecological setting is more stable and they gain better access to information.

An overview of the processes and factors that influence refugee decision-making can provide input for refugee management organizations, especially in access to information. This paper is a preliminary study that could be developed further by using a more extensive and diverse sample group, including refugee women and children.


The article investigates the Hazara refugees’ phenomenon in establishing a strong community while being isolated from the local community. In the analysis, the paper uses bridging and bonding social capital concepts to explain how urban refugees in Indonesia form relationships with one another and with the host community. The data collection employed participatory research with ethnic Hazara refugees in Cisarua, Bogor, during 2015-2016. The study finds strong bonding social capital among the refugee communities from several refugee-led informal activities, from children’s education to sports activities. The study also finds a lack of bonding social capital between refugee communities and locals reflected in refugees’ minimal uptake of the locals’ language, behavior, and cultural practices. The author’s data is insightful, strengthened by similar studies conducted in different countries as a comparison. The study reveals that the absence of a legal framework, access to education and job opportunities, and discrimination and cultural and language barriers resulted in a low level of contact between refugees and the host community.

The article is useful for scholars and researchers in refugee studies as it provides insights on
refugees’ social integration through a case study in the Indonesian context.


The article provides insights into Makassar’s demography and socio-economic structure, which inherently navigates how the city approaches refugee management. It discusses how the Makassar City government’s integrative approach, albeit top-down, succeeded in shifting the local community paradigm towards urban refugees, resulting in positive contributions of every stakeholder to refugees’ livelihoods. Analysis of how the urban refugee policy of host countries may affect refugees’ integration process and livelihoods is supported by an extensive literature review on an integrative approach and the importance of perceiving refugees as assets rather than threats to the host country when formulating urban refugee policy. The author concludes that government commitment and local acceptance are indispensable to providing better livelihoods for refugees during periods of liminality.

As the authors suggest, the paper’s relevance is that it fills a gap in the existing urban settlement works of literature by providing a case study of a mixture of refugee settlement methods in Indonesia.


The article explores the Indonesian government’s motivation to assist refugees regardless of the country’s status as a non-signatory of the Refugee Convention, using data from interviews with government officials, activists, academics, and practitioners and their observations on refugee and asylum seeker issues in Indonesia. The author suggests that it is important to understand Indonesia’s humanitarian traditions and its history of refugee policies to fully comprehend Indonesia’s motivations and commitment to refugee issues. Pancasila and pragmatism are two main themes that are often cited in the interviews, and appear as underlying principles influencing refugee management practices in Indonesia.

The findings show that an interpretation of the 2nd principle of Pancasila (humanitarianism) is the top motivation to assist refugees, followed by humanitarian assistance as mandated by the National Constitution and other factors such as solidarity and pragmatism. The author further suggests that there is “an intricate relationship between pragmatism, humanitarian motivation and bolstering national reputation,” and postulates that pragmatism overrides Indonesia’s humanitarian practices because some government practices are considered
as ad-hoc responses solely for political purposes. Consequently, the core meaning of refugee policies has shifted to bolstering Indonesia’s reputation within the regional and internationally instead of committedly protecting refugees.

The article contains useful information about regional and international policies that Indonesia has been actively pursued and briefly outlines the local principles that affect its humanitarian traditions.


The article analyzes and evaluates the implementation of Makassar city’s Out-REACH policy (a policy that focuses on refugees) while also identifying factors that influence the implementation of the policy and analyzing how non-state actors or institutions’ involvement contributes to the policy’s implementation. The study is qualitative, utilizing direct observation and interviews with refugee groups, local government agencies, and non-state actors/institutions. It is crucial to analyze and evaluate Makassar’s Out-REACH policy because it has programs and initiatives not initiated in other Indonesian cities. Under the Out-REACH (Respect, Education, Awareness, Community Service, and Hospitality) policy, programs were implemented by local government agencies such as Dinas Sosial (Social Agency), Dinas Pendidikan (Education Agency), and heads of sub-districts. The Makassar city mayor also played an important role in determining the coordination path within local government agencies. Findings suggest that the city government’s aim to build the image of Makassar city as a role model in handling refugees, along with non-state actors’ involvement, become the supporting factors of Out-REACH policy implementation. In contrast, factors that hinder its implementation are unstructured path coordination, and a lack of information regarding education for refugee children and other available programs for refugees.

The article sheds light on refugee management initiatives that could inform other city governments and policymakers in Indonesia. Unfortunately, a diagram of coordination between Makassar city and the stakeholders is not provided, causing the information to be somewhat ambiguous. Further research is necessary to examine the policy’s effectiveness through comparative studies, contrasting the Out-REACH policy with other city government initiatives on refugee issues.

The article investigates the problems encountered by children refugees born in Indonesia or children of a mixed marriage (foreign refugee – Indonesian), who cannot obtain Indonesian citizenship and may be considered stateless people. The research methodology uses data collection from normative law research and literature reviews from secondary sources. The author outlines national and international laws as an attempt to look for potential solutions. The author uses Agamben's term “Homo Sacer” to exemplify the children refugees' status as individuals with no rights and protection, and suggests that this practice of exclusion signifies Indonesia's unpreparedness for the influx of refugees arriving in the country. As a result, many stateless persons are stuck in Indonesia, unable to be involved in the political community, and prone to oppression. The paper concludes that the International Declaration of Human Rights claims that rights of citizenship are fundamental, and the National Constitution (UUD 1945) declares that all individuals born in Indonesia entitled to Indonesian citizenship; thus, Indonesia should pay attention to this issue and be more responsible in determining the status of child refugees.

The article is insightful in discussing child refugee citizenship status from different perspectives, but the research methodology is somewhat unclear. The interview with Rudenim Semarang is not mentioned as part of the data collection, and there is no information on how the participant selection was made, suggesting the possibility of author bias in the analysis.


The paper is an abstraction of a workshop on Presidential Regulation No. 125 of 2016 held at the Faculty of Law, Universitas Indonesia, in March 2018. The paper focuses on the scope and potential impacts at the national and regional levels of Presidential Regulation No. 125/ on the Handling Refugees from Abroad, which was issued following up the Andaman Sea crisis in 2015. The points of discussion are: 1) the Indonesian government response to the Rohingya refugee crisis; 2) Indonesian refugee protection framework as reflected in the Presidential Regulation 125/2016; 3) SAR (search and rescue) settings in Presidential Decree 125/2016 and the role of BASARNAS (national body of search and rescue); 4) Immigration
law framework in Presidential Regulation 125/2016. The paper concludes that Presidential Regulation No. 125/2016 is ineffective in instigating change in refugee protection management at the Southeast Asia regional level. The ineffectiveness is due to several reasons: Perpres 125/2016 does not include a clear and explicit obligation to rescue and land refugees found at sea; a gap exists between the power and mandate of UNHCR to process refugees residing in Indonesian territory; the contextual framing of Perpres 125/2016 does not include a clear and explicit obligation to rescue and land refugees found at sea; a gap exists between the power and mandate of UNHCR to process refugees residing in Indonesian territory; the contextual framing of Perpres 125/2016 is in the framework of immigration and security laws that do not provide a full guarantee to a further process of determining refugee status for those people stranded on the sea.

The paper that summarizes a lengthy discussion in a workshop is an excellent source to understand the strength and limitation on the only regulation concerning refugee governance in Indonesia. The paper can be used as a foundation for further policy-making on refugee protection in Indonesia.


The paper analyzes the impact of international lifestyle migration on local villagers in Tugu Selatan Village, Cisarua District, Bogor Regency, Jawa Barat Province, Indonesia. The paper aims to reveal how international migrants such as tourists from Middle Eastern countries and refugees from Pakistan, Afghanistan, Morocco, and Myanmar have enhanced the social inequality and marginalized the poor population in the village. Tugu Selatan Village’s beauty is the main attraction for Middle Eastern tourists and the refugee population. The villagers classify the two groups based on their lifestyles and length of stay; the first group has a lavish lifestyle and stays for a short period, while the second group is humbler and stays longer. Based on interviews and focus group discussions, the author predicts that international lifestyle migration will continue in the village. International lifestyle migration has brought several social changes in the village such as a shifting of the villagers’ income patterns and economy, changes in villagers’ settlement patterns and housing, growing land acquisition, changes in peoples’ diets and language, and the loss of a sense of security in the people. The paper concludes that international migration to the village has marginalized the village’s poor population who are unable to join the business sector despite potential economic benefits.
The fieldwork-based paper captures the situation in a village that hosts many refugees and asylum seekers. Even though it does not clearly differentiate between tourists and refugees in its analysis, generally, the paper contributes to an understanding of refugees’ challenges in Indonesia in the context of interaction with and perception of host communities.


This master thesis examines the securitization status of forced immigrants in Indonesia using the content analysis method to analyze 216 news articles from Indonesian major print media. The study frames the analysis of securitization theory by capturing how the media represent refugee issues. It places the analysis into two-time spans: 1975-1996 and 1997-2013. The study shows the difference in representations of displaced people in transit during the period of influx of Indochinese refugees (1975-1996) in comparison to the period of influx of Middle Eastern and South Asian refugees (1997-2013). The study finds that the positive portrayal, albeit with political nuance, of the first phase of Indochinese refugees proves the non-securitization of Indonesia’s refugee issue. In contrast, the media’s portrayal of refugees from Middle Eastern and South Asian countries takes a more negative tone, with mention of transnational crimes and illegal immigrants, as evidence of the securitization process on these issues during 1997-2013. The study finds that a change in the dominant actors in refugee management instigated a change in the securitization statutes of transit forced migrants in Indonesia. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the military were the main actors in the first phase. In contrast, the Indonesian National Police and the Directorate-General of Immigration were the dominant actors in the second phase, and securitized the migrants. It finally concludes that Indonesian specialized agencies’ securitization move created a change in media representation of refugee populations.

This master thesis provides at least two essential contributions to understanding Indonesian refugee issues. It presents insight into how the securitization process contributes to negative portrayal of specific communities, refugee communities in this context. The study also analyzes the refugee securitization process in the media, stressing the importance of media as actors in refugee governance in Indonesia.

The article explores the effectiveness of the communication process between Afghan refugees and local communities in Makassar by analyzing data collected from interviews with 30 participants. The authors find two key elements necessary for both refugees and the locals to have effective communication, namely acceptance and understanding. However, the results and discussion presented are slightly redundant. The authors conclude that the communication is ineffective and suggest that several factors impeded the process: ethnocentrism of the local community; linguistic, religious and cultural differences; prejudices towards refugees; refugees’ anxiety towards new people; and locals’ lack of knowledge around refugees, and vice versa.

The case study presented is a useful precedent for interdisciplinary studies. Academics and researchers from the field of communication, psychology, anthropology, and relevant social science can delve deeper into this matter to find solutions applicable to refugees of different backgrounds.


This paper examines the implementation of Indonesia’s refugee regulation against the background of Aceh local governments’ practices in handling Rohingya refugees from 2012-2015. The paper highlights Acehnese local wisdom that has helped in the management of Rohingya refugees in Aceh. This wisdom includes Islamic teachings that teach people to provide protection or assistance to those in need, Acehnese experience with conflict, which made them more empathetic to Rohingya people, and fishing communities’ unwritten Aceh Customary law to help victims at sea. Further, the paper points out the conflicting Indonesian regulations, the Presidential Regulation (PR) 125/2016 and the Immigration Regulations. The paper argues that refugee protection is the responsibility of international organizations rather than the Indonesian Government, either central or local. Citing the financial burdens suffered by local governments in Aceh in handling Rohingya refugees, the paper highlights international institutions’ responsibility to handle refugees in Indonesia. Finally, the paper concludes by covering several issues concerning Indonesia’s refugee management: coordination issues, financial support for refugee management to ease the burden on local government, restricted time allocation for local shelters, resettlement/repatriation, and ASEAN’s refugee and asylum policy.

This paper sheds light on the reality of Aceh local governments’ difficulties in protecting Rohingya refugees from 2012-2015. Papers and publications frequently cite Aceh local governments’ efforts as a positive lesson regarding local government initiatives in refugee management. However, the paper challenges this notion by providing evidence that these
actions were due to Acehnese values rather than good local governance and effective government.


Based on observation of a young refugee in Indonesia, the paper illustrates the dynamics of a refugee life, placing personal aspiration within the surrounding social setting. The research combines the case study with a macro perspective to present a more general perspective on migratory challenges that influence asylum seekers’ and refugees’ decision-making in transit. The study consistently places the informant Muhammad’s life story and changes in decision-making around his experience in Indonesia against the big picture of the general situation of refugees in Indonesia. In doing so, the paper shows how migration decision-making is rarely private and autonomous. Social-political dynamics greatly influence decisions. In particular, the research highlights Australia’s deterrence policies in influencing asylum seekers’ decision-making. While critical of ethical issues in researching vulnerable communities, the paper argues that more in-depth and longitudinal research on migratory decision-making will provide a better understanding of the migratory aspirations of people with limited choices.

The article zooms in on the private life of a refugee in his daily struggle in a transit country, something that is rarely mentioned in academic studies. As suggested, the paper is a good departure point for a longitudinal study on the migration decision-making process, especially for refugees in transit.


The article examines how Decree 125/2016 affects refugee management on a sub-national level. Using “sanctuary city” as a guiding concept, the authors evaluate the process of handling refugees in Makassar and compare it to Western cities that have adopted the sanctuary city concept. Data collection is done through interviews and conversations with authorities and refugees, communication via social media, and a review of relevant reports and literature. The research focuses on the pros and cons of “local-turn” in Makassar, depicted as a top-down approach, compared to the sanctuary city concept, a bottom-up approach practiced in San Francisco and Sheffield. This article is useful as it gives an overview of the sanctuary city concept and how it differs from “local turn,” and highlights
potentials and challenges for such concepts to be applied at the sub-national level while stimulating a different avenue for a further discourse of handling refugees in Asian cities. As the discussion is restricted to Makassar, the findings cannot be used to make generalized assumptions around the overall situation of “local turn” in Indonesia.


The article explains how Indonesia, a non-signatory of the 1951 Refugee Convention, implemented its policy of handling illegal immigrants (refugees and asylum seekers) in Pekanbaru, Riau. Using data from field research and a literature review, the author analyzes policy implementation in Pekanbaru and describes immigrants’ conditions in Rudenim. The author concludes that the policy has been well implemented, and that Indonesia's role is limited to that of a transit country for refugees who are waiting for resettlement to a third country.

The article is useful in providing an overview of immigrants’ social life, how they adjust to a new setting as dwellers in Rudenim, and their interactions with officers and the local community. However, the information is somewhat outdated considering that the study predates Decree 125/2016, as the decree may have influenced immigrant management policy in Pekanbaru.


This article discusses the potential for conflict between immigrants from the Middle East and local communities in Cisarua Bogor, West Java, and efforts to prevent it. This research was conducted in four villages in Cisarua: Batulayang Village, Kopo Village, Tugu Utara Village, and Tugu Selatan Village. The potential for conflict between the two communities is related to the ideological, socio-cultural, legal, and economic sectors. Conflict potentially arises due to inappropriate acculturation, marriage with locals, and misuse of documents. To minimize conflicts, the West Java Regional Office formed 206 Tim Pengendali Orang Asing (Timpora) in every city and district in West Java. Timpora contains a combination of Ministry of Law and Human Rights officers, law enforcement officers, and Population and Civil Registration Agency officers in each district. In Cisarua, Sub-District Head (Camat),
Babinkamtibmas, Babinsa, RT (Rukun Tetangga; neighborhood association), and RW (Rukun Warga; citizens association), coordinated with immigration authorities and the UNHCR, are responsible for building an integrated communication network for conflict prevention. The authors suggest developing a defense and security system that involves local communities and incorporates social identity and local cultural values. Local regulations on handling social conflicts and provide a more optimal sense of security to the community are also important.

This article provides information about Middle Eastern immigrants’ conditions in Cisarua Bogor, the perspectives of the local community, and the stakeholders involved in handling immigrants and conflicts. However, the division of roles and coordination between related agencies are not profoundly discussed.


The article investigates the relationship between ethnic identity and psychological wellbeing of adolescent Hazaras refugees in Bogor. The qualitative methodology uses data from interviews with 10 participants and reviews of relevant documents. The authors conclude that ethnic identity is prominent in shaping the psychological wellbeing of participants. Strong ethnic identification leads to a sense of belonging among them while strengthening individuals’ psychological mechanisms, especially during crises or conflicts.

The article appears to be written to inform psychological professionals, e.g., counselors who work with traumatized groups, researchers and policymakers how to understand the dynamics of refugees from a particular ethnic group and how to enhance their wellbeing through the provision of proper policies and strategies. The findings presented by the authors are explanatory; however, in terms of the interview framework, the process of interpreting the chosen dimensions within the interviews is rather unclear.


The article explores the motivations of Acehnese in helping Rohingya refugees stranded in Aceh, while also analyzing whether their motivations can be considered as a form of “acceptance” and whether their acceptance is a “sustainable model” applicable for the upcoming refugees. The overall analysis suggests that the motivations of Acehnese being receptive to Rohingya refugees were based on their genuine hospitality and solidarity, driven by their beliefs and the local custom of “peumulia jamee” or “welcoming strangers
to Aceh” and their experience of conflicts in Aceh between 1976 and 2003. In addition, Aceh’s acceptance has impacted Malaysia and Indonesia’s policies on handling Rohingya refugees. Finally, the article suggests that Aceh’s acceptance may be utilized by the Indonesian government to refine current refugee policies to provide more feasible, long term solutions for refugee integration within the host society.

The article sheds light on Acehnese acceptance, which may be influenced by other factors such as political movements and the role of local media. The analysis on defining acceptance among Acehnese could perhaps be enriched by a qualitative approach through interviews with representatives of Aceh community and local government.


This paper discusses the handling of Rohingya refugees in South Sulawesi and the forms of cooperation carried out by the local government and UNHCR, including locating and managing settlement for asylum seekers & refugees. The procedure for obtaining refugee status through UNHCR in Indonesia was mentioned as background to the placement process in Makassar. This paper provides an overview of the welcoming reception by Makassar communities despite the Immigration Detention Center’s limited capacity to accommodate Rohingya refugees. The coordination carried out by the South Sulawesi government was in the form of reporting all information and joint handling activities involving the Ministry of Law and Security and UNHCR Indonesia in Jakarta. Institutions involved in handling refugees in South Sulawesi include Indonesia Red Cross (PMI) of South Sulawesi, the Provincial Health Office of South Sulawesi, the Provincial Education Board of South Sulawesi, Social Services of South Sulawesi Province, and the Regional Disaster Management Agency of South Sulawesi Province. The Rohingya Concerned Community Forum was formed as a communication forum for the public regarding Rohingya refugee issues. This paper also briefly describes the form of coordination carried out in several regions in South Sulawesi, such as Sinjai, Gowa, and Makassar, with UNHCR.

The overview about the management of refugees by the provincial and city-level governments in South Sulawesi can be used as a case study for other cities to coordinate between city government agencies and international organizations who work on refugee management in Indonesia.
This article describes the authors’ activities to empower 52 women refugees living in “Kost YPAP” community housing in Medan as a part of community service. The empowerment program consists of the socialization of women refugees’ empowerment, specifically in producing accessories from handmade patchwork cloth waste and beads and training to increase community values. The activities are supported and facilitated by Social Service (Dinas Sosial) and Dewan Kerajinan Nasional (Dekranas), who assist in marketing the accessories made by women refugees in Kost YPAP.

This article’s activity report is useful in illustrating the local community’s perception of refugees’ existence in Medan Selayang district. Not only does the local community welcome refugees, but they also appear to be understanding of the refugees’ situation and are willing to go the extra mile by including refugee empowerment activities as a part of community service.


The article discusses the rationale behind Indonesia’s policy to protect refugees and asylum seekers. It also describes its practices in solving problems arising from the issues of refugees and asylum seekers. The article analyzes how non-state actors influence Indonesia’s foreign policies on refugees. The author uses liberalism theory to gain a more in-depth understanding of Indonesia’s foreign policies on refugees, and asserts that Indonesian foreign policy’s main actors are not the government but NGOs and INGOs. This suggests that non-state actors can also inform and influence Indonesia’s foreign policy, although as advocates for refugees, they have their own agendas and political interests. Their political interests mainly focus on refugee rights, humanity issues, and violations of human rights. Using Coplin’s terms, the author suggested that these non-state actors with attached political interests can be categorized as ‘policy influencers and interest influencers.’ Their existence has influenced the government’s national and foreign policies. The author also highlights the fact that both Indonesian policymakers and these non-state actors are partners; thus, both must collaborate in formulating stronger and better policy. The author suggests that the presidential decree is sufficient for handling refugees, and implicitly claims that being a signatory of the 1951 Convention is not an urgent issue since Indonesia already has the
presidential decree as an alternative legal instrument.

While the article provides some insights into actors in Indonesian policy, in our opinion, it tends to disregard the shortcomings of the presidential decree in handling refugees and the fact that the current legal framework is still far from ideal.


This article explores cross-cultural communication in refugees of Rohingya ethnicity living in “Hotel Pelangi” community housing in Medan as an effort to prove their self-existence in the host community. In this research, the authors apply communication accommodation theory and cultural adaptation theory in analyzing data acquired through interviews with five refugees of Rohingya ethnicity. The overall analysis suggests that Rohingya refugees in Hotel Pelangi utilize convergence as a verbal and non-verbal communication strategy by learning self-taught Indonesian language. Furthermore, they also apply the divergence strategy, which is shown by their resistance to hot and spicy flavors, distinct from Myanmar’s cuisine. However, the research also finds a lack in Rohingya women refugees’ efforts to open themselves up and adapt to the new environment.

This information is essential to understanding how refugees adapt to the local host community as they go through the phase of accommodation after the previous assimilation. It acknowledges the hardships that the refugees are experiencing within the regulations they are subjected to, for example, the inability to work and being under constant supervision by immigration authorities, resulting in difficulties in fully adapting into the host community.


The article describes the cooperation between IOM and UNHCR in handling Rohingya refugee arrivals in Indonesia and analyzes the impact of this cooperation on the intended Refugees. As qualitative research, the author conducts literature reviews for data collection, while the analysis uses a concept from Schein et al. (2014) and Purwanto & Sulistyastuti (2012). The overall analysis reveals that the collaborative work of IOM and UNHCR has had significant impacts on Rohingya refugees, with 1,000 out of 1,807 ethnic Rohingya having
obtained refugee status. Children refugees gained access to basic education, and a small number of refugees have been resettled to third countries. As one of the negative impacts, some refugees decided to escape to neighboring countries such as Malaysia after tiring of waiting to obtain refugee status from UNHCR.

The article provides insights into the collaboration between IOM and UNHCR in Indonesia, precisely in managing Rohingya refugees, and comprehensively describes each organization’s role based on their MoU and how they cooperate to provide assistance and protection to refugees.


This article discusses the absence of citizenship of refugee children of Rohingya ethnicity who are considered “stateless.” It uses qualitative methods from the constitutive criminology perspective, using interviews and literature to gather data. The fieldwork was conducted at a community housing project, Wisma YPAP Medan. The study argues that statelessness in Rohingya refugee children is a form of structural violence spanning throughout their lives. It suggests that such structural violence is manifested in the lack of access to formal education and healthcare. It also reveals that the state as a primary agent contributes to children’s victimization through ethnic cleansing, and that the international community contributes to the stateless children’s identity.

In viewing refugee children's stateliness as a form of structural violence, the article supports advocacy to provide comprehensive protection to children refugees.


This paper examines the role of UNHCR in dealing with Afghan refugees and asylum seekers in Pekanbaru in the context of its position as an international organization that acts as a bridge between countries. This paper discusses Indonesia’s status as a transit country that
did not have specific rules governing refugee management. In addition, this paper explains the procedures for gaining refugee status through UNHCR and the scope of protection provided. This paper also discusses the obstacles faced by UNHCR that have caused refugee arrangement, especially in Pekanbaru, to be considered slow. The main obstacles faced are (1) distance; (2) administrative processes that cannot solely be determined by UNHCR; and (3) the limited number of UNHCR staff.

This paper provides an overview of refugee management and the role of UNHCR in Pekanbaru. The paper would provide a better explanation if the obstacles faced by UNHCR were elaborated. Further studies could be conducted on developing the role of UNHCR and collaboration with local government after the Presidential Regulation on Foreign Refugee 125/2016 was issued.


This article examines the management of Rohingya refugees who arrived in Aceh throughout 2015. The qualitative study uses data from interviews and literature reviews to describe the roles of the main stakeholders and their coordination in refugee management: local governments, the local Acehnese community, and international organizations (UNHCR and IOM). Coordination is done through a task force, established by the mayor’s decision in each locality. The local governments select the temporary shelter locations and conduct regular monitoring of the sites. International organizations are involved in shelter construction, provision of facilities, and humanitarian assistance. Besides processing refugee claims, UNHCR is also involved in shelter construction. At the same time, IOM manages daily operations, provides public facilities and daily assistance to refugees, and organizes refugee relocation to more permanent shelters in Medan. Meanwhile, the local communities are involved in rescue operations, social and psychological support to refugees, and empowerment. The authors conclude that the refugee management follows a collaborative management triangle (local society-state-international organization) and suggest a need to work with the Indonesian navy to prevent human trafficking and smuggling of refugees in Indonesian waters.

Some parts of the article are repetitive, making the paper’s structure inefficient. Moreover, the framework of analysis lacks an academic perspective. However, the article is useful as a snapshot of refugee management in Aceh during the large-scale Rohingya refugee arrival period in 2015, which pushed the different stakeholders to more clearly define and coordinate their roles.
1.2. Reports, non-peer reviewed papers and other publications

Abbas, Wandi. 2018. “Makassar City Government and IOM’s Efforts to Address the Problem of Refugees [Makassar City Government and IOM’s Efforts to Address the Problem of Refugees].” International Relations Department, Universitas Airlangga 09: 1–6.

The article describes how the local government of Makassar, as a sub-state, cooperates with the International Organization for Migration in handling refugee issues. The author concludes that collaboration between local government and international organizations (IOM & UNHCR) emphasizes the provision of basic needs (socio-economic) as well as law enforcement and protection of refugees. Meanwhile, access to employment and formal education is still limited. The intention for this paper is unclear, however, and the article is slightly descriptive. The author conducted qualitative research based on a literature review and interviews, but there were no further details regarding how interview participants were selected.

This article may be useful for those who wish to research migration governance in Makassar because it describes the role of IOM in handling refugees as well as how local governments engage with other international organizations, namely UNHCR.


In this article, the authors assert that the Presidential Decree (Peraturan Presiden; Perpres) on Handling Refugees issued in 2016 does not touch on refugees’ rights to work, hence aggravates the livelihood of refugees during their stay in Indonesia due to the absence of
opportunities to be self-reliant. Therefore, the study provides an exemplary scenario of refugees being given access to formal employment. In the first section, the authors argue that the government and the local community's concerns and perceptions around financial burden and social disparity could be alleviated by allowing refugees to participate in the local economy. The next section substantiates their analysis and findings on economic benefits for refugees and Indonesia. The third and fourth sections are also insightful, highlighting the potential national security and community acceptance benefits of allowing refugees to work. The findings are useful and shed light on the possibilities of articulating economic considerations or benefits into strategies that can build meaningful and beneficial integration with the local community.


This article discusses Indonesian cities and regencies’ ability to be more responsible for managing refugees transiting in Indonesia, particularly regarding shelter and accommodation provision after the enactment of the Presidential Decree. The authors begin with a brief assessment of the decree, focusing on unclear regulations which neither deny nor guarantee formal education to refugees. Similarly, the decree remains silent regarding the provision of accommodation and shelter to refugees and asylum seekers. Funding and other responsibilities are designated to both national and subnational governments. However, refugee management budget is allocated under “unforeseen expenses,” along with funding for natural disasters and other emergencies. This implies that the national and local government has little interest in funding refugee management. The decree does not touch on any sanctions against local governments if they do not provide sufficient funding to refugee management.

This article is brief yet insightful. It triggers further discussion on the decree’s desired outcomes and the extent to which the decree could facilitate refugee management at national and municipal levels.


The study explores social and economic change in Puncak, Bogor, an area where a massive influx of asylum seekers resulted in an unexpected transformation from a leisure
destination into a “ghetto.” The author concludes that refugees’ arrival contributed to the transformation of Puncak into a ghetto, and that there is a low level of acceptance of refugees among locals even though they share similar beliefs. Nevertheless, the arrival of refugees has contributed positively to the local economy.

The research is informative and insightful, especially on the theory of ghetto and how it is reflected in the current condition of Puncak. However, the author did not include refugees in the interview process; hence the analysis of refugees’ relationships with the local community appears to be predictive and may be considered biased.


The author uses empirical data to study the adaptation strategy of Rohingya refugees in Hotel Beraspatih and Hotel Pelangi in Medan. This study examines several aspects of the Rohingya refugees’ adaptation process: first, cross-cultural adaptation through cross-cultural marriage between Rohingya refugees and local Indonesians; and second, learning Indonesian culture as a way to assist with cross-cultural communication. The latter results in good relationships between the Rohingya refugees and the local host community.

This research study provides more transparent and factual information on Rohingya refugees’ activities while living temporarily in Medan community shelters. It also provides data on the confirmed numbers, ethnicity, gender, and ages of refugees living in two community shelters, along with their refugee status confirmation by UNHCR.


The report contains baseline research conducted from June to October 2016. The research aims to capture and document Rohingya refugees' conditions during their stay in Indonesia using data from interviews and direct observation in four locations: Makassar, Aceh, Medan, and Jakarta. The report thoroughly explains how local governments in four different cities handle Rohingya refugees through varied approaches. The study finds that while the Immigration Department plays a more significant role in handling refugees, not all problems and challenges are related to Immigration. There is a gap in the management process, rooted in the absence of a legal framework and insufficient funds. Immigration cannot
solve problems other than those that are immigration-related, which has required local
governments to fill the gap.

The report is useful as there are several refugee management models with similar problems,
and some are considered best practices. There are also significant findings related to
refugees’ educational backgrounds and community acceptance stories, which differ
between the cities.

---

Regina, Rosinha. 2016. “Peran Politik UNHCR dalam Penanganan Etnis Rohingya di
Medan [UNHCR’s Political Role in Handling Ethnic Rohingya in Medan].” Skripsi, Medan:
Fakultas Ilmu Sosial dan Ilmu Politik, Universitas Sumatera Utara

The thesis aims to explore the role of UNHCR in handling Rohingya refugees in Medan.
The author collects research data through observation and interviews with several key
representatives from various stakeholders, such as UNHCR and the refugee community,
and representatives from the immigration office (Kantor Imigrasi Kelas I Khusus Medan),
Indonesian Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Direktorat Jenderal HAM), and the superintendent of
the refugee shelters. The research shows that UNHCR has built its presence in Medan through
its office in Jalan Imam Bonjol Medan. In cooperation with IOM Medan, it is responsible
for handling approximately 2,000 asylum seekers and refugees in Medan. UNHCR finds
the language barrier to be the main challenge in carrying out its duties and refers to the
Rohingya refugees’ low education level.

The data acquired from the interviews provides information on the parties involved in
handling Rohingya refugees in Medan, which could be used for mapping primary and
secondary stakeholders in Medan along with the challenges they face.

---

and Forced Migration: Accommodating Refugees and Asylum Seeker in Indonesia.” In
55th ISOCARP World Planning Congress Jakarta-Bogor, Indonesia, 1034–45. Jakarta-
Bogor, Indonesia: ISOCARP

The paper discusses the role and capacity of the secondary city concerning refugee
management in Indonesia. The case study is refugee management in Makassar City,
South Sulawesi Province, Indonesia. Makassar City falls under the secondary city category
because it is an economic trade corridor that is developing along major transport corridors
in the Eastern Indonesia region. The paper compares the current refugee management in
Makassar City (2015-2019) with City Resilience Framework developed by Arup International
Development (2015). Against the background of selected Arup Framework’s points, the
discussions tackle these issues: 1) adequate shelter, health care, and protection, 2) basic
service provision, 3) economic development and employment, 4) social and political inclusion and community cohesion. The study concludes that Arup Framework is relevant to be used as a measurement to analyze the implementation of urban refugee management at the city level. The study finds several strengths of Makassar in refugee management: 1) the utilization of the existing system in the city to provide public service for refugees; 2) good partnership with IOM (International Organization of Migration) to provide shelter and assistance to refugees; 3) the willingness of the city leaders to involve in refugee management.

The study shows the need to develop a methodology on an urban resilience framework that is adaptable to urban refugee phenomena. Urban planning, especially secondary city planning, needs to integrate the forced displacement phenomena as a factor affecting a city’s resilience because urban refugees have become a common concern in many cities in the world.
1.3. Opinion pieces, blogs and articles


This is a report of a pilot project between ILO, UNHCR, and their partners in 2019 that provided training to 100 refugees and local youth to improve their skills and enable self-employment. The Ready for Business (R4B) modules were developed from Community-based Enterprise Development training, an activity-based and peer-to-peer learning approach that ILO has used widely throughout the world to support marginalized communities since 2014. Themes covered under the modules include the basics of entrepreneurship, marketing and sales, business management, financial management, self-management, and four additional modules on psychosocial well-being. The training ran for 6-months, followed by a business incubation period that also included coaching and mentoring. Three evaluations were completed throughout the project period, revealing increased knowledge and skills (88%), increased motivation to start a business (85%), improved self-image as a result of joining the program (89%), improved relationships with the local community (75% each), and a reduced dropout rate (37%). Lessons learned around project design focus on community-supported activities, improved criteria for participant selection, and exploring peer facilitators from among program graduates. Additional lessons for the organizer include better understanding of participant expectations, pre-program trainings for co-facilitators, and provision of networking opportunities with local businesses.

The report is useful for relevant organizations interested in direct activities with refugees, focusing on entrepreneurship as the central theme. The program design is based on a tested ILO model, reducing the need to reinvent the wheel. Organizations interested in developing a mentorship program for refugees, particularly youth refugees, can also benefit from the
program’s design and development. However, further research is necessary to understand the long-term impact of such a program in potentially encouraging refugees’ social interaction with host communities, especially when the government is still suspicious about refugee livelihood and empowerment activities.


The article briefly explains refugee-led education in Cisarua, Bogor. Limited access to education and other formal rights led ethnic Hazara refugees to independently establish a learning center, namely the Cisarua Refugee Learning Centre. The learning center gained national and international support, and now five more learning centers serve around 300 children aged 5-16, providing primary education and English for adult refugees. Another refugee-led initiative in Cisarua is the Refugee Women Support Group Indonesia that focuses on handicraft making and workshops on health, hygiene, and sexual and gender-based violence. The article also discusses several NGOs that support the development of refugee-led initiatives. The author concludes that these initiatives have become a platform for refugee capacity building that will help them once they arrive in resettlement countries. The initiatives and the collective activities demonstrate the refugees’ ability to build agency and resilience while waiting for resettlement.

The article helps inform refugee advocates and observers, academics, and researchers about how urban refugees in Indonesia accommodate their own needs in a transit country.


The article describes the phenomenon of migrants, including refugees and asylum seekers in Indonesia, and Indonesian labor migration. On outgoing migration, the Indonesian government’s urgency to send migrant workers to Asia Pacific countries began in 1979, followed by the 1997 economic crisis, which motivated Indonesians to move overseas. Between 2013 and 2017, the top four Indonesian labor occupations were domestic worker, caregiver, operator, and plantation worker. Indonesia also produced outgoing migrants seeking international protection; most were impacted by riots and racism. They include Chinese-Indonesian Christians who migrated to the US, ethnic Acehnese who migrated to the US, Sweden, Malaysia, and neighboring countries and Papuans who received protection from Australia. The top 5 countries of origin for incoming migration to Indonesia between 2012 to 2016 were China, Japan, South Korea, India, Malaysia, and the US. The most
significant event was the arrival of Indochinese refugees in the early 1970s—their arrival is seen as prominent in shaping Indonesia’s views on handling refugees and asylum seekers. In the mid-’90s, a second wave of refugees arrived from Afghanistan and Iran. In 1996, they applied for UNHCR protection in Indonesia. In 2013, Indonesia began receiving asylum seekers who were rejected or sent back from Australia.

The authors point out that Indonesia provides good policies and strategies to support migrants. The authors argue that Indonesia’s rationale for providing limited assistance for refugee protection and livelihoods is because of its status as merely a transit country. Indonesia did not ratify the Convention 1951 on Refugees and does not have proper regulations and policies for refugee management, which has led the country to perceive of itself as less obligated to provide for basic needs and refugees’ rights. Hence, the government is still reluctant to provide adequate assistance to refugees and transit migrants, given that the refugees are in economic, health, and social crises. Nevertheless, citizens were more responsive than the government, as evidenced by assistance provided by fishermen in Aceh to 84 stranded Rohingya refugees in April 2018.


The short article describes the inconsistency and insufficiency of Indonesia’s policies and practices in handling refugees. First, the Presidential Decree does not specify refugees’ internationally recognized rights and exists merely as a technical guideline for the government to handle “refugee-related situations.” Next, immigration challenges also exacerbate the treatment of refugees. The existing framework considers refugees and asylum seekers as illegal immigrants since they cannot show any valid travel documents. Moreover, there is no differentiation between the terms “refugees” and “asylum seekers” and these two groups are referred to as regular immigrants. This may signify a gap in immigration law and the government’s inadequacy in handling refugees due to an absence of refugee rights based on international instruments. Two main concerns regarding Indonesia’s inconsistent policies and practices on refugee management are critically discussed by the author: legal inconsistency and immigration challenges. The article also provides a comparative analysis between the 1951 Refugee Convention and the legal instruments available in Indonesia.

The analysis is insightful and may lead academics, researchers, advocates, and observers of refugees to be more critical of the Presidential Decree and the legal framework around refugees.
2

Urban Refugee Management in Southeast Asia
2.1 Peer reviewed papers


This paper elaborates upon Malaysia’s handling of refugees while reckoning with its position as an ASEAN member and a non-signatory to the 1951 Refugee Convention and its 1967 Protocol. This paper argues that ASEAN’s non-interference principle and non-critical stance towards human rights abuses has led to a lack of preparation to manage refugee crises in the region, and has affected the handling of refugees in South East Asia countries, including Malaysia. The study emphasizes that Malaysia is actively receiving and managing refugees but not playing an active role in protecting refugees and securing their rights. This paper suggests that Malaysia’s ability to address the refugee influx would be enhanced if regional cooperation was strengthened and ASEAN had broader coordinating powers than currently. The paper concludes that Malaysia is in an unrealistic position, hosting an enormous number of refugees without any taking legal stand, and suggests that the country further consider its legal position without neglecting national interests.

This literature-based paper provides a case study of how a sovereign country in South East Asia has dynamically evolved in managing refugees based in a time-sequential manner and, interestingly, the major refugees’ countries of origin. This paper could be expanded to review and corroborate findings through methodology, investigation, and theory triangulation.

The article explores the gendered nature of forced migration governance using a feminist lens in international relations as an analytical tool. It attempts to deconstruct what is seemingly natural with the state as the main actor to probe how marginalization systematically occurs in forced migration discourse. Though commonly depicted as neutral, forced migration governance is highly gendered due to two of its main aspects. The first is “refugee feminization,” portraying refugees as threats and as vulnerable groups. The second is “state masculinization,” portraying the state as protector of citizens by controlling and preventing refugees’ flow into state territory. Evidence of this gendered approach can be found in how states, with a masculine viewpoint, frame refugees as illegal and undervalued subjects because they cannot defend their status due to the unavailability of legal documents. This narrative has led the state to take a securitization prevention strategy, protecting state borders from refugee influx. This narrative is found in several highly gendered policies, such as the Bali Process, that tend to criminalize smugglers and victims of trafficking, and Australia’s stop the boat policy that refuses refugees and asylum seekers and directs them to other countries. These policies are highly masculine since they focus solely on securitization rather than offering protection to people who seek refuge. The article concludes that gendered forced migration governance still dominates refugee governance in the Asia Pacific while also highlighting the importance of scrutinizing this seemingly neutral yet multifaceted governance structure which assigns an unequal position to states (masculinity) and refugees (femininity).

The article is insightful, as it uses a feminist lens to discuss refugees and forced migration and demonstrates an in-depth analysis of the gendered approach inherent in refugee governance. This paper may be useful to reflect and further understand how the Indonesian government perceives of refugees within the current legal framework and even for policymakers, professionals, and stakeholders to prepare relevant policies that are genuinely neutral and focus on protecting and securing the fundamental rights of refugees.


The article discusses the role of ASEAN as a regional organization in refugee management in South East Asia. The focus lies on managing Rohingya refugees, and on barriers impeding ASEAN from playing its role effectively in handling mechanisms. The most significant barrier derives from the ASEAN fundamental principles, known as the “ASEAN Way.” With its characteristics of enhancing sovereignty and regionalism, the ASEAN Way has strongly influenced ASEAN countries’ principle to respect each country’s national sovereignty and not to intervene in the domestic issues of each country. This perspective is bound under the non-interference principle, which has influenced how ASEAN countries respond to Rohingya refugee issues, with most ASEAN countries ignoring the issues. In contrast, some ASEAN
members respond based solely on humanitarianism, since they must respect each country's sovereignty and focus on their national affairs. This negligence has caused ASEAN's role to remain insignificant, with ASEAN unable to integrate its members in formulating proper mechanisms to handle the Rohingya refugee issue.

The article helps promote an understanding of the dynamics of ASEAN countries in responding to refugee management in South East Asia. It sheds light on sovereignty and regionalism, and how ASEAN as a regional organization grapples with a principle that hinders the organization from contributing significantly to managing the refugee issue.


This paper discusses Malaysian refugees' and asylum seekers' access to healthcare and their crucial health concerns. Using the qualitative study method, the authors interviewed 20 people consisting of health experts, healthcare professionals, UN agency officers, and civil society organizations in Malaysia. The fieldwork was conducted from July 2016 to November 2017. The research is part of a project exploring Southeast Asia's refugee health issues and responses. The key findings are as follows. First, refugee health concerns are more complex than those of the general population because refugees face different health problems at different migration phases. Second, refugees have a low awareness of their health status and their right to healthcare, and face language and cultural barriers to accessing healthcare. Fourth, there are institutional barriers to accessing healthcare. Fifth, the refugee population lacks the financial capacity to access healthcare. Sixth, healthcare access above and beyond basic services should be provided. Seventh, there will be significant consequences if inadequate access to healthcare for refugee population continues for the long term. The paper concludes with a call for comprehensive efforts in practice and research on the social, cultural, and economic determinants of refugee health to promote more inclusive policies on healthcare for refugees and asylum-seekers in Malaysia.

The paper is comprehensively researched and neatly written, and complements research on the nexus between forced migration and health in general and in the Malaysian context. The research is beneficial for healthcare professionals, program managers, and experts on refugee and migrant health wishing to examine the critical health concerns and barriers to healthcare access among refugees and asylum-seeker populations.

The paper focuses on ASEAN member countries Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand in the context of refugee protection. The focus is on how the three countries claim to have found a legal middle way between sovereignty and refugee protection. The authors suggest that the only working mechanism to reconcile these two interests is by applying the principle of non-refoulement, which binds both signatories and non-signatories of the Refugee Convention. The non-refoulement principle does not allow destination countries to return refugees to their country of origin. Further, the article discusses to what extent laws and policies support refugee protection in Southeast Asia through analysis of three points: the problem of legal basis and policies, non-refoulement principle implementation, and refugee rights protection. In conclusion, the article suggests that Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand have been reconciling their laws and policies by accepting refugees through exceptions to their immigration laws, even though the substance of refugee policies varies in each country.

The article is important in that it builds understanding of the main problem of refugee legal protection in Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand. Although the discussion on each country’s legal framework is overly simple, it still provides a glimpse of the intricate legal and policy dilemmas face by the three countries.


The article explores the responses of three ASEAN countries that have been impacted by the recent arrival of more than 5,000 Rohingya refugees and Bangladeshi migrants, and how the Andaman Sea Crisis and its consequences have affected refugee protection mechanisms in the Asia Pacific. The author asserts that the absence of a formal legal framework of refugee management signals ASEAN’s reluctance to protect refugees. Nevertheless, the refugee crisis has forced states to reevaluate their commitment on forced migrants’ protection and their roles as transit countries. The author analyses the phenomena in three parts: part 1 discusses the activities and initiatives undertaken in the region post-crisis (during the first twelve months), followed by part 2, which analyses the outcome of the meetings and initiatives conducted in the first year and probes into the disembarkation of refugees. The last part examines the subsequent approaches at the multilateral level and assesses the region’s stance and capacity in handling irregular migration post-crisis.

To conclude, the Andaman Sea Crisis is pertinent to the long history of irregular migration
in ASEAN as it reveals the countries’ levels of willingness and current approaches. Several progressive approaches have been enacted in transit countries, including Malaysia’s progressive pilot project for Rohingya refugee employment and Indonesia’s Presidential Decree. Nevertheless, refugee protection and other rights-based approaches, as discussed in several engagements, meetings, and proposals, are less important to the decision-makers than economic and security issues, and remain the same as before the crisis.

The paper briefly explores the dynamics of refugee management in the ASEAN context. Also, the relevance of this paper lies in parts 2 and 3, which discuss the commitment, efforts, and initiatives on irregular migration at the multilateral level, such as the Bali Process and its voluntary regional cooperation, namely the Task Force in Planning and Preparedness. The paper also briefly describes The ASEAN Trust Fund and the future direction of these commitments on refugee management in the ASEAN region.


The paper discusses refugees’ identity existence in Malaysia as informed by Malaysia’s political and social contexts. The paper argues that a multicultural Malaysia with various ethnicities and religious identities is struggling with internal diversity. The situation results in the subjectivity of newcomers such as refugees. The paper mentions Foucault’s “regime of truth” to argue that refugee discourse in Malaysia is reiterated and shaped by the state, civil society, the media, and other information systems such as the internet. Malaysian public perception of refugees is mainly shaped by publications on the matter from two sources: the UNHCR and the government-controlled media. According to this paper, there are two dominant discourses on refugees in Malaysia; those are the refugee as illegal immigrant and the refugee as charity case. The paper suggests that this discourse is not always positive for refugees. When refugees are portrayed as transgressive agents, they are seen as people who leave their home countries to pursue a better life, which is considered a self-centered choice. When refugees are seen as victims who are powerless to resist their governments’ violent actions, Malaysians are soft toward them. The paper concludes that in reality, refugees exist beyond these two categories and therefore need more ways to connect with ordinary Malaysians to represent their stories and identities.

This study, which focuses on refugee and asylum seekers’ representations, is essential to understanding how societies react to refugees in their countries. The paper confirms the importance of media in providing stories that represent refugees in the public eye.
This paper explores ASEAN states’ human rights commitments using Malaysia and Thailand as case studies, and further examines transnational refugee flow externalities or costs to both states. The author uses the congruence analysis method, followed by a process-tracing method to gain empirical evidence from the case studies, as well as theories of forced migration and direct-indirect externalities. The author suggests that: (1) the regional human rights commitment appears to not necessarily legitimize individual human rights, but rather acts as a state instrument to uphold political stability, (2) in terms of the policy, transnational flows of forced migration may also directly affect the political stability of the region; hence it may induce a regional framework of human rights, and (3) forced migrants have paradoxical effects, as drivers for economic growth and as a root cause of clashes between low skilled workers.

This paper provides a thorough explanation of the nexus between regional human rights commitment and the concept of externalities while revealing the scarcity of research focusing on externalities caused by refugee flows. The paper also provides a brief literature review of ASEAN human rights commitments and discusses the mechanisms of the ASEAN Charter, ASEAN Human Rights, and the ASEAN Intergovernmental Commission on Human Rights.

The paper scrutinizes Rohingya refugee struggles in Malaysia and how the Malaysian government and neighboring countries have dealt with the arrival of the Rohingya refugee “boat people.” The author finds that the initial responses of the Malaysia government and other transit countries such as Thailand and Indonesia were similar: they refused to help and accommodate the refugees due to national security. Subsequently, Malaysia’s foreign minister initiated a meeting with Indonesian and Thai representatives, resulting in ad-hoc policies for Malaysia and Indonesia to provide temporary assistance to the boat people. At the same time, Thailand decided not to push back the boats or refuse to provide immediate support. The author concludes that Rohingya refugees should be taken care of by the three transit countries and the other Southeast Asia countries, and ASEAN should encourage the other members to convene and discuss solutions to this issue.

This article provides brief and useful information regarding the history of the conflict and
the mass influx of Rohingya refugees from Myanmar. The article also provides further information about Malaysia’s responses and initiatives, which influenced the state’s policy towards Rohingya refugees.


This study, based on fieldwork during 2014-2015, explores the context and challenges of urban refugees and asylum seekers in Thailand’s main urban centers. It explains the backgrounds and conditions of Thailand’s urban refugees. The main refugee groups in Thailand’s urban areas are Pakistanis, Sri Lankans, Syrian Palestinians, Vietnamese, Somalis, and Rohingya. The paper highlights that the country’s domestic legal framework is the main obstacle to proper treatment of refugees and asylum seekers in Thailand. Thailand has not promulgated legislation to acknowledge asylum seeker or refugee status. The Thailand Immigration Act B.E. 2522 (1979) rules that any person entering Thailand without permission or whose visa has expired falls under illegal immigrant status. The key research findings are as follows: (1) refugees who already lived in the country became a point of contact for newcomers, sometimes with business dimensions, (2) low language acquisition is the biggest obstacle for refugees to survive in the country, (3) lack of documentation has enabled the abusive treatment of refugees, especially women, and has caused difficulty in finding formal jobs despite professional qualifications, and (4) the regulation that stipulates all refugees, including those who live in other cities than Bangkok, must process their Refugee Status Determination in Bangkok adds more burden to the refugees. In addition, this paper highlights issues of job market competition between refugees and migrant workers from neighboring countries and refugees in detention centers who are categorized as “illegal aliens” without resettlement prospects because the status makes them ineligible to receive refugee status based on the UNHCR’s five grounds.

This paper is essential for researchers unfamiliar with Thailand’s situation in the migration context, as it provides insight into the main problems facing refugees and asylum seekers in Thailand.


This article discusses the ASEAN Community’s potency to provide a solution to the Rohingya crisis. The highlight is on the refusal of several ASEAN countries to shelter Rohingya refugees citing security, economic, social, and political concerns as reasons. It argues that given
regional cooperation with the aspiration to create a so-called ASEAN Community, ASEAN should make the Rohingya issue its priority issue. From among the three communities that make up the broader ASEAN Community— the ASEAN Security-Political Community (ASPC), ASEAN Economic Community (AEC), and ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community (ASCC)—the article suggests that ASCC is the program best suited to settle the Rohingya crisis. The regional cooperation with the aspiration to create a so-called ASEAN Community, ASEAN should make the Rohingya issue its priority issue. From among the three communities that make up the broader ASEAN Community— the ASEAN Security-Political Community article’s settlement notion is to facilitate Myanmar’s interests, Rohingya interests, and Rohingya migration destination countries’ interests. Citing the ASEAN non-interference principle as the main obstacle for ASEAN to exercise its role as Rohingya crisis facilitator, the article offers a reinterpretation of point 3 of the ASCC 2009 blueprint as a leeway. Finally, the article concludes that the ASEAN Community should be the entry point for a more significant intervention by ASEAN into the Rohingya human rights crisis by developing regulations that could convince the Myanmar government to make a more meaningful effort to resolve the issue.

This article explains ASEAN’s dilemma in finding a solution to the Rohingya human rights crisis. The article also explores the ASEAN Community (AC), both the notion of AC as ASEAN’s ideal aspiration and the notion of AC as ASEAN’s way to break down certain ASEAN cooperation obstacles.


This article explores how Australian policies have disproportionately influenced the region, including Indonesia and Malaysia. However, the so-called transit countries also offset this foreign policy invasion with domestic politics, forming their own policies to externalize their borders, and negotiating with destination countries to fund their domestic capacities. This article challenges the public assumption that transit countries - at the right price - are likely to be implementers of externalized border and asylum policies. In general, both Indonesia and Malaysia have a genuine interest in managing migration and safeguarding their borders and are therefore interested in regional cooperation. Irregular migration for them, however, means more than just asylum seekers and refugees.

Australia’s overall analysis does provide substantial financial and material support to combat people smuggling in the region to prevent the departure of asylum seekers from Indonesia and Malaysia. Today Indonesia and Malaysia have become de facto destination countries, whether they accept this fact or not, and must move beyond mere identification as transit countries and address their post-transit realities. Australia’s unilateral and bilateral
approaches have negative diplomatic consequences for the entire region and seriously undermine broader regional cooperation focused on irregular migration. As long as they stick to Australian interests and are driven by Australian funding, this one-sided approach and bilateral arrangements risk many pitfalls.

This article is based on ethnographic fieldwork in Indonesia and Malaysia; while Hoff’s staff spent more than a year researching asylum seekers in Kuala Lumpur in 2015, Missbach conducted a total of 16 months of multi-site fieldwork on people smuggling networks in Jakarta, East Nusa Tenggara, Makassar, and Batam between 2013 and 2016. The article suggests that coordination with related agencies can be further improved to create a maximum performance result in the fulfillment of human rights for asylum seekers by the Ministry of Law and Human Rights of the Republic of Indonesia. Also, the Government of Indonesia needs to formulate a clear policy on asylum seeker status. Nevertheless, Indonesia maintains the country’s stability, even though it has not ratified the 1951 Convention and its protocols, while the creation of legal certainty is enforced in the immigration sector for asylum seekers.


This article attempts to explore the experience of refugees and migrant workers becoming surplus labor in Malaysia. The author refers to these refugees and migrants as “ghost” labor or a “ghost” population due to their informal contribution to Malaysia’s growing economy. The study focuses on refugee and migrant work in food service sector. It uses data from participant observation and in-depth interviews with 90 refugees/migrants from South India, Bangladesh, Burma, Thailand, and Vietnam, which were conducted in commercial districts in Penang and Kuala Lumpur. Also, interviews were conducted with the locals (business owners and local authorities). The study shows that while refugees and economic migrants are deemed profitable and contribute to the capitalist economy, informal recruitment overrides the urgency to provide formal mechanisms to enable them to integrate with the host society. It suggests that Malaysia exploits refugees and migrants as resources for economic development.

The paper provides an interesting case study exploring the role of displaced populations and migrant workers in a capitalist economy and their informal work setting experiences. The study may be useful to help understand how refugees, illegal immigrants, and economic migrants adapt to the neoliberal context, rapidly developing society while also dealing with their own precarious situation.

The paper examines child refugee detention practices in Malaysia and Thailand. It aims to advocate for the method of Alternatives to Detention (ATD) to solve the shortcomings of a legal method. The paper also highlights the role of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) in advocating for ATD adoption. Using a qualitative research approach, the study gathered academicians in Malaysia and Thailand. The paper reveals that even though Malaysia and Thailand are non-signatories to the Refugee Convention, both countries are bound by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and a regional treaty, namely the Bangkok Principle, to provide protection to the refugees in their territories.

Further, data examination shows that refugees in Malaysia are threatened with jail time in immigration detention centers (IDCs), while in Thailand undocumented refugees are placed in “refugee camps.” Thailand utilizes two types of refugee camps: refugee camps specifically for the Burmese refugee populace and refugee camps specifically for “urban refugees,” which refers to Cambodian, Vietnamese and Syrian refugees. Children are detained along with their parents. The study acknowledges the challenges of pushing the ATD. Those challenges are coordination issues among local NGOs, the media's critical role, government interest in refugee issues, misperceptions about refugee rights, and the ASEAN non-interference policy. The study concludes by urging governments to consider refugee children’s rights by approaching the issue from a human rights perspective and drafting human rights-friendly policies for protection purposes.

This well-written study provides a meta-analysis of child refugee issues in both countries that may spark further discussion on child rights and wellbeing in refugee contexts. This study acknowledges NGOs’ work in IDC abolishment, and inspires further study of NGOs potency and advocacy strategies in refugee issues.


The article explores how as non-signatory countries of the 1951 Refugee Convention, Indonesia and Malaysia exercise refugee protection through alternative paths. The paper’s purpose is to explain the extent to which Indonesia and Malaysia manage to address civil society-led informal refugee management to provide protection and, at the same time, find equilibrium between state sovereignty and humanitarianism. The study highlights the value of a Foucauldian analysis of refugee protection, using it as a framework to understand hybrid governance involving state and non-state actors. The paper concludes that
Indonesia and Malaysia use meta-governance to balance the issues of state sovereignty and humanitarianism.

The article promotes understanding of the main problems concerning fundamental issues of refugee protection in Indonesia and Malaysia. For those looking for insight on local government involvement in refugee protection, the paper provides evidence of the significance and autonomy of local government in refugee protection in Indonesia - even though the notions of “citizens come first” and “public opinion” are also variables in determining local government policy. One important note is that “the domestic legal framework for refugees and asylum seekers in Malaysia is less progressive than that of Indonesia.” However, while the Indonesian government does not openly collaborate with NGOs–only with UN bodies and UN-related international organizations–the Malaysian government once effectively “outsourced” its responsibility to protect Syrian refugees to a network consisting of various NGOs in the private sector.

Unfortunately, the article fails to consider refugees’ insecurity when they fall under no clear framework of legal protection. While Malaysia successfully gained support from various NGOs and the private sector in the Syrian refugee case, this was due to the circumstantial pressure of fulfilling promises rather than a willingness to form a blanket solution for refugee protection. Similarly, in Indonesia, the mandate to local government is not followed with necessary regulations, so that decides to protect refugees are based on local leaders’ discretion. The ad-hoc nature of refugee protection in both countries does not guarantee the sustainability of refugee protection and contradicts the humanitarian rationality.


This paper scrutinizes how ASEAN, especially Malaysia, Indonesia, and Thailand, deal with Rohingya refugees by utilizing two theoretical frameworks the human rights approach and the security approach. Overall analysis suggests that the security approach prevails in the management of refugees in Southeast Asia compared to the human rights approach. The arrival of refugees is seen as a threat to social cohesion and human security and a burden to the state’s economy. The author also argues that ASEAN country members do not comply with the 2008 ASEAN Charter’s objectives, that is, to promote and protect the human rights of ASEAN people. The author also criticizes the ASEAN community for its lame efforts to stop the violence against Rohingya refugees in Myanmar and to urge receiving or transiting countries to accept them. To conclude, the author provides eight recommendations to the ASEAN countries regarding their refugee management, including a paradigm shift, and the need to establish a clear legal framework and program for refugee management.
This paper provides some interesting viewpoints on the handling of Rohingya refugees at the ASEAN level, particularly in discussing how ASEAN has been powerless towards the Myanmar government. This paper could be a good starting point for academics, policymakers, and relevant sectors to learn more about the current situation of Rohingya refugees in ASEAN, especially in Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand.


This paper describes the pattern of transnational mobility and the process of fleeing from the home countries to host destinations, Hong Kong and Thailand. Different from the pattern thirty years ago, refugees entering Hong Kong and Thailand nowadays mainly arrive at international airports on an individual basis among other international travelers such as tourists. Both countries have become regional processing hubs in Asia for refugees. Based on in-depth interviews with refugees in both countries (in 2011-2013), the paper describes how refugees decide to flee, gather exile funds, obtain travel documents and permits, learn travel skills, and finally, file refugee claims. The paper also maps the common routes towards each country and explains how differently embodied experience of crossing borders, i.e., via a land route, river route, routes via countries neighboring ports of the first asylum, and air travel, influence the research participant’s perception of being a refugee. The use of social networks was discovered as a pattern to overcome constraints encountered by refugees, which include informational, financial, and documentary constraints.

Study on the process of mobility is essential to allow researchers and policymakers to understand the migration pattern and formulate safe passage for refugee mobility, as well as deter the trafficking and smuggling activities.


This article is a literature review of forced migration research in Southeast Asia from January 2013 to September 2018. The research was conducted by reviewing 217 scientific peer-reviewed articles in the Web of Science database using two sets of key terms: “Southeast Asia” and “persons of concern.” The research finds that published research on forced migration in Southeast Asia shows a quantitative upward trend. More than half of all publications focus on refugees and asylum seekers; the second rank is on the topic of stateless people, followed by human trafficking and/or smuggling. Only 14 publications discuss internally displaced
persons (IDPs). 90 papers discuss Thailand, 71 of which focus on refugees and asylum seekers, 43 papers discuss the Malaysian context, with 24 papers focusing on refugees and asylum seekers, and 35 papers discuss Indonesia, 16 with a particular focus on refugees and asylum seekers. On the cause of displacement, 110 research papers identified conflict as the main cause for displacement, followed by disaster with 18 publications and development (projects) in 18 studies. The article concludes that research on forced migration in Southeast Asia is increasing in line with the rising number of forcibly displaced people in the region. The number of publications focusing on each country is also in line with the distribution of refugees and asylum seekers in the region. However, the paper suggests that the number of papers discussing IDPs does not correspond with the high number of IDPs in the region.

This short literature review provides a mapping of literature on the topic of displacement in the Southeast Asia region. It helps researchers and observers of displacement issues to find gaps in the scholarship and to envision future research.


This paper studies the social entrepreneurship approach in providing education to Shan Burmese refugees in Northwestern Thailand. The study is based on field research during 2001-2005. The Shan are an ethnic group in Myanmar with cultural affinity to Thai people, and face persecution by the Burmese government. Despite their cultural closeness to the Thai people, the displaced Shan population in Thailand often faces discrimination from the Thai authorities. Moreover, the Shan population in Thailand has limited access to services provided by formal non-governmental organizations (NGOs). This unfortunate situation is exacerbated by unclear rights based on refugee work permits. Using the qualitative method through interviews with the “social entrepreneurs” involved in the educational project and Shan community members, this paper argues that the social entrepreneurship approach can build strong and effective social programs. Further, these programs may address the refugees’ issues, including the provision of education to Shan children. The social entrepreneurship approach focusing on grassroots activities, trust building, and cultural respect have established social linkages between the refugees and the greater Thai community. Moreover, some factors contribute to the approach’s effectiveness, including the Shan children’s eagerness to learn Thai and a trusting group of parents willing to support the children’s learning. Other than these factors, Thai educational law does not technically prohibit refugee children from attending local schools. Nevertheless, some challenges remain as the program’s overt operations risk attention from the Thai government at the provincial and local levels.

By highlighting the strengths and lessons learned from social entrepreneurship, this study
contributes to educational management discourse among youth refugees in Thailand and mainland Southeast Asia in 2001-2005 period. Understanding different refugee management contexts is essential to understanding communities’ barriers to accessing rights in their respective countries, including getting a formal education.


The article analyzes the Malaysian legal framework on child refugee protection and identifies the extent of the protection provided. This paper looks at the current laws that are used to regulate immigrants, particularly refugees. Using library research methods, it dwells into various Malaysian laws and legal provisions relevant to child refugee matters. It also takes UNHCR’s provisions as a benchmark. The study concludes that Malaysian laws confirm that since the word “refugee” has never appeared or existed in Malaysian legislation, there is no specific legal framework currently available for the protection of refugee children. Refugee children are protected through general laws that are incapable of granting refugee children the protection guaranteed in the international sphere.

This study reveals the legal framework’s shortcomings in regards to child refugee protection in Malaysia by analyzing each bill. As the author claims, this study is an influential effort to advocate for refugee protection, as one of the main agendas of the study is reform of Malaysian law.


This article analyzes how the participation of refugees in the informal economy affects their livelihood activities. The conclusions drawn in this research are based on the results of fieldwork carried out in 2013 and 2016 in Klang Valley, Malaysia, where many Rohingya refugees live and seek economic opportunities while waiting for a durable solution to their resettlement status. Despite legal limits on refugees’ ability to find work in Malaysia as a transit country, this article concludes that involvement in informal economy activities benefits the refugees themselves and the surrounding community. Several positive impacts of their livelihood activities include: (1) the ability to send remittances to support their family members financially; (2) access to education for their children; (3) the ability to pay for administrative matters, such as transportation costs for refugee registration and interviews for resettlement; (3) faith-based and welfare activities, where contribution to activities allows refugees to gain and share information, expand networks and strengthen solidarity within their community; (4) access to healthcare; (5) formation of family/marriage; and (6)
entrepreneurship, by allowing them to gain sufficient knowledge, skills, and financial abilities to start their own businesses. Albeit the risk of legal repercussions, these efforts to reduce dependency on assistance from the host government and related international organizations have strengthened the refugees’ social interactions and enhanced their contribution towards community development.

This article overturns the many assumptions that refugees must rely heavily on financial assistance and become a burden to the host government. This article can be used as input for policy development to regulate the economic activities of refugees in transit countries.
2.2 Reports, non-peer reviewed papers and other publications


The paper is a summary of a workshop report held in Singapore in May 2019 and is also published as an online article. The workshop aimed to reflect on and analyze the current understanding of the relationship between host communities and refugees in Southeast Asia. Refugees are not a new phenomenon in the region. The paper suggests that some distinct characteristics of the refugee environment in the region require countries to shift their assumptions from understanding the refugee situation as transitory impermanence to something that more closely reflects reality. Southeast Asian countries are simultaneously countries of transit, temporary, short term and long-term residence. Their characteristics include: 1) the absence of laws and regulations, 2) the inability of many public officials to distinguish between illegal migrants and asylum seekers, 3) the huge variation of refugee settlements as well as host communities, causing the characteristics of their interaction to vastly differ between location and to be difficult to generalize, 4) the informality that is embedded in the everyday life of the host society, and therefore, 5) the important role of non-state actors in closing the gap in public services not only for the marginalized population but also for the displaced population. Recent changes to the situation, wherein some signatory countries to the UN Refugee Convention are refusing to fulfill their refugee resettlement obligations, places even more urgency on the necessary shift.

While solutions at the international or regional levels seem complicated, the paper suggests that there is hope for more feasible and sustainable solutions at the national and even local level, although a combination of the two levels may be most effective. Moreover, the paper points out that the mismatch between policy and social reality, which again is a
characteristic of the refugee environment in the region, provides a grey zone that offers informal protection for the refugees. This informality should be acknowledged in exploring solutions.

The paper is useful in providing a specific understanding of the refugee environment in Southeast Asia. While it does not explicitly discuss urban refugee issues, the conclusion described in previous paragraphs shows that the participants have a great deal of understanding of the region’s urban phenomenon. Future research or discussion can add significant value by exploring what “sustainable solutions at the local level” look like, or at least can translate to, based on this paper’s analysis.


The document, produced by Jesuit Refugee Service (JRS), briefly describes the lives of many urban refugees of different backgrounds who live in Thailand, Cambodia, and Timor Leste. It describes JRS programs advocating for and helping refugees and the challenges faced by both JRS and the refugees during the process. The critical elements of JRS programs are outreach, counseling, and social support. The most significant barrier during the process of caring and advocating for refugees is the refugees’ invisibility. Refugees live far from city centers, and most are afraid to ask for help or reach out to the public because they do not want to risk being caught by authorities, arbitrary arrest, or even being deported to their home countries.

The document also briefly explains the collaboration between JRS and community centers established by refugees and asylum seekers. Services and activities in community centers help refugees combat their feelings of being isolated, depressed, and unproductive. They still face some challenges, including language barriers that impede their social interaction, and for refugee children, this becomes an obstacle to involvement in educational activities. The document also reports on lessons learned in Cambodia. Although Cambodia is a signatory of the Refugee Convention, it does not guarantee a better living experience and protection for refugees and asylum seekers who live there. The country has a legal framework for refugees, but implementation is weak. Subsequently, many gaps exist within its refugee governance, instigated by the instability of Cambodia’s social and political context.

This document was somewhat outdated, as it was written in 2010. Nevertheless, refugees’ voices are still relevant to the present situation and can still be found in many transit countries in Southeast Asia. It may help inform professionals and policymakers to prepare better policies or programs to fill the gaps within refugee management.
The article briefly describes refugees and asylum seekers in Malaysia, who are mostly of Rohingya ethnicity. The article highlights some key points regarding the challenges encountered by Rohingya refugees and asylum seekers during their temporary stay in the country and the efforts of individuals and NGOs to alleviate those challenges. The refugees and asylum seekers are trapped in a precarious situation and cannot obtain proper health care, education, or jobs. Although they can access medical services using the UNHCR card with discounted rates (50% off total bills), they still have to pay the same expenses paid by foreigners or non-nationals. They often work in the informal sector, hence, are prone to exploitation. Many refugee children have difficulties accessing education, although some have access to basic primary education with limited resources and facilities provided by charity-based organizations. There is a government pilot project to allow Rohingya refugees to work in the plantation sector. On the other hand, the Malaysian NGO Refuge for Refugees supports ten informal schools for refugee children. To date, the NGO has supported 1,875 refugee children in Malaysia and Myanmar. The conclusion is that one way to help refugees survive during uncertainty for the government to collaborate with UNHCR and other civil society organizations to raise awareness and build positive discourse about refugee issues, and to recognize refugees and acknowledge their existence.


The paper examines the protection status of Rohingya refugees in ASEAN countries, the majority of which are the non-signatory to the 1951 Refugee Convention and its 1967 Protocol and lack the domestic legal frameworks to deal with refugees and asylum seekers. It argues that for these reasons, the treatment of Rohingya refugees in ASEAN countries is characterized by ad hoc institutional practices accentuated by fluctuating domestic sentiments towards migration. The paper describes the general reluctance to provide durable formal solutions to protracted refugee situations. Highlighting the fact that Rohingya refugees in ASEAN countries are safe from refoulement, the paper argues that protection of refugees is poor due to several factors, including the existence of refugee camps, illegal migrant status, lack of formal and consistent refugee policies, and increasing securitization of state immigration policies.

To support the arguments, the paper provides short descriptions of Rohingya history, Burma’s response to the Rohingya crisis, and Malaysia, Thailand, and Indonesia’s responses to Rohingya refugees. Finally, it argues that since ASEAN has undergone radical transformations in its approach to humanitarian challenges, the Rohingya refugee crisis should be solved under the ASEAN framework. The Human Rights and Human Security concepts that have
been adopted in several ASEAN bodies and charters are not yet fully implemented in its actions; instead, the paper argues that human security concerns such as the refugee crisis have mainly been securitized. Moreover, the paper finds that Myanmar, Malaysia, Thailand, and Indonesia have violated the ASEAN Charter to varying degrees regarding democracy, good governance, enhancing the rule of law, and promoting and protecting human rights and fundamental freedoms. The paper concludes with two findings: first, despite the presence of ASEAN, there has been no coordinated response to the Rohingya problem. Second, ASEAN’s continued use of the term Irregular Migrant has framed the Rohingya as victims of smuggling and trafficking rather than victims of state persecution, which not only prevents the Rohingya from being recognized as refugees, but also dislocates them from the protection scheme.

The paper strongly highlights the lack of ASEAN Rohingya refugee protection in ASEAN countries despite ASEAN’s adoption of principles of commitment to human rights and human security in its charters and bodies. The paper concisely explains each country’s response to the Rohingya refugee crisis, giving the reader an entry point to understanding Rohingya refugee protection issues.


This article briefly discusses the dynamics of resettlement in the Southeast Asian context. The resettlement process of Indochinese refugees from Laos, Cambodia, and Vietnam from the mid-1970s to the mid-1990s involved three main asylum countries: Thailand, Malaysia, and Indonesia. Around 1,315,000 refugees were resettled to 30 countries, while 650,000 other Vietnamese refugees were resettled to the United States through the Orderly Departure Programme. Resettlement has been part of durable solutions. However, UNHCR and the UN Refugee Agency suggest that this resettlement management “proved costly to refugees and to some of the basic concepts of international protection” (UNGA, 1986). Later in June 1989, the Comprehensive Plan of Action on Indochinese (CPA) was ratified to control the mixed migration phenomenon. Since 2004, many (more than 100,000) Myanmar refugees have been resettled from Thailand and Malaysia.

The author mentions one good example of a transit center in the Philippines as a part of Emergency Transit Facility mechanisms. Since 2009, it has functioned as temporary accommodation for refugees who cannot stay in the first asylum country while waiting for resettlement to the third country. Similarly, Indonesia and Malaysia granted temporary shelter to Rohingya refugees in 2015.
This research report discusses the challenges of refugee integration in Malaysia and the implications of Malaysian government action to continue hosting refugees in the absence of a refugee law framework or consistent refugee policy. The report is based on desk research and conversations with individuals involved in Malaysia’s refugee protection. This paper also explains the refugees’ key challenges in Malaysia, the lessons learned from refugee protection in non-camp/urban settings, and how to strengthen policy measures for effective refugee protection and integration. The research concludes that Malaysia has been successful in refugee management. However, the research suggests that the Malaysian government improve several policies addressing these points: (1) the driving factors that make refugees flee within and outside the Southeast Asia region and Malaysia, and (2) identifying factors to improve refugee integration in urban Malaysia. Finally, the paper urges ASEAN commitment to refugee protection and Human Security.

The paper outlines the current policies applied in Malaysia’s refugee management in the context of refugee integration in an urban setting. The paper delivers a sound literature review that promotes an understanding of the current problems discussed in scholarly publications. Further research based on fieldwork in Malaysian refugee communities will complete the study, as it will combine the past and the current situations.

In this article, the author attempts to fill the gap in literature on refugee experiences adapting to countries of first asylum. Through five years of fieldwork (from 2010 – 2015) in Bangkok and Kuala Lumpur, the author explores the dynamics of refugee adaptation in asylum cities. The overall analysis suggests that asylum in Southeast Asia cities has been haphazard due to the states’ lack of protection mechanisms for refugees and asylum seekers. Also, they are prone to arbitrary arrest as well as deportation. Notable support for urban refugees and asylum seekers emerges solely from collaboration between NGOs and local state actors. Those actors assist the refugees in finding accommodation and jobs. In addition, the haphazard character of asylum in Malaysia and Thailand can be seen in how the refugees and asylum seekers are involved in the informal labor market due to the absence of legal employment opportunities.
The brief analysis given in this article is useful for those interested in learning about the current situation of refugees and asylum seekers in Malaysia and Thailand. This article can be developed further by adding layers that touch on the lives of refugee youth and children, or other themes such as education.


The report contains findings and analysis of a project exploring the development and implementation of Global Compact on Refugees and its commitments to refugee women and girls. The project is structured in eight thematic areas: (1) sexual and gender-based violence, (2) participation of refugee women and girls in advocacy and decision making process, (3) education, (4) jobs and livelihoods, (5) protection, (6) health, food, energy, and infrastructure, (7) durable solutions, and (8) statelessness. The project leaders examine the eight thematic areas within eight diverse groups: girls aged 1 to 12, girls aged 13 to 17, women aged 18 – 25, women aged 25 to 50, older women, single women and single mothers, LBTI women, and women with disabilities. The project reveals that the issues, violence, and barriers faced by refugee women and girls are structural and political. The final section of the report provides the participants' recommendations and solutions for the eight thematic problems.

The report is useful for those seeking a context to understanding the dynamics of refugee women and gender equality, including the problems and challenges faced by refugee women and girls involved in the advocacy and decision-making process. It also provides significant findings related to the intersectionality and human rights of refugee women and girls in Malaysia.


This short report contains key points from studies presented at a Migrant and Refugee Health workshop held in Malaysia in 2017. The workshop’s purpose was to identify gaps in knowledge and policies related to the health of migrants and refugees in Malaysia. The workshop was attended by those involved in the medical sector, civil society, and academics. The lessons and suggestions identified in this report are useful for the practice of and
research into migrant and refugee health. Included are mental health issues, protection of detained migrants, refugee women and children, sufficient dietary and nutrient provision, health care schemes, and financing for refugees and migrants (including undocumented migrants). The workshop also stresses the importance of research ethics, in which the designed research should comply with the “principle of beneficence and non-maleficence.” The workshop also emphasizes the need for a conceptual framework to comprehensively translate the research into policy and practices and at the same time inform and identify gaps in current policies and research.

This report is useful as it gives a brief yet insightful explanation of key lessons and how they may be utilized in future policies and practices to alleviate or even solve the current challenges related to refugee and migrant health issues.


The short article encourages ASEAN countries to enhance regional cooperation to improve protection of Rohingya refugees. It explains that during 2012-2016 the UNHCR estimated that more than 168,000 Rohingya refugees fled from Myanmar, and hundreds of thousands more crossed the border into Bangladesh. As Rohingya Muslims have moved to neighboring countries, Myanmar must work with Bangladesh and ASEAN members to resolve this crisis. The Rohingya crisis has become a massive humanitarian crisis with regional consequences, and is proof that ASEAN lacks the political and legal framework to deal with refugee issues. The article urges the ASEAN member countries to develop a refugee and asylum policy that includes guidance for actions in the case that a member state's internal issues cause people to migrate to the neighboring country. Such a policy would help ease both the escalation inside the conflict state and defuse ethnic or religious tensions between countries.

Although very short, the article points out the one influential aspect of the unsolved ongoing problem in the Southeast Asia region, the Rohingya refugee crisis. It is a reminder to ASEAN observers and researchers, as well as policymakers, of the necessity of working frameworks in achieving an ASEAN Community.

**Tauson, Michelle. 2018. “Forgotten Futures: The Lives Of Refugee Children In Urban Areas Of Indonesia And Thailand.” *Save the Children.***

This report examines problems in education and child protection among refugees and asylum-seekers in Indonesia and Thailand, especially in Jakarta and Bangkok. The author collects research data through literature review, site visits, interviews with key representatives among service providers, governments, organizations, and refugee community leaders,
and focus group discussions. The interviews are reinforced by informal conversations with refugee community members. This study finds several factors important to building an understanding of the challenges facing urban refugees: refugee policy and both origin and transit/host country policy—especially the resettlement climate, access to basic needs in the host country, lack of understanding and complexity in addressing children protection issues, and barriers to accessing education for children refugees. The research also finds a lack of women's perspectives.

This report also discovers that improvements to the education system must start with the language barrier. The students must adapt to studying in a local school, with classes conducted in the local language. Another challenge is the teachers’ ability to address this situation, as teachers are not trained in how to teach non-native students. To address this situation, refugee community members have built community learning centers to improve education among refugees. The learning centers provide learning opportunities flexible to the needs of students. This strategy shows initiative among the refugee community, especially in regards to children and adolescents.


This is a policy paper published by a Malaysian think tank. The paper analyzes the economic impact on public finances of granting refugees in Malaysia the right to work. The paper aims to identify the extent of the impact and the longer-term economic contribution. The discussion is organized into four parts: the current state of refugees and asylum seekers in Malaysia under Malaysian law; the potential economic impact of refugees’ rights to work in Malaysia; the short-term impacts of refugees working in Malaysia; and the potential and estimated economic contribution of refugees over a 20 year period. The paper offers key conclusions, as follows. First, granting refugees the right to work has a positive impact on the economy and public finances. Second, there is a potentially increasing benefit from refugees to work, in terms of more jobs and higher wages. Third, there is a potentially increasing refugee tax contribution. Fourth, governments must commitment to providing refugees with the right to work at an equal level with the locals to maximize their skills and productivity. Fifth, investment in equal education opportunities for refugees will benefit the country in the long term.

This study on refugees’ contributions to a country’s economy is essential to supporting advocacy efforts towards better treatment of refugees and asylum seekers; this policy paper fills a gap in the Malaysian context of refugee issues. Even though the paper does not clarify the research method used, the time frame of the research, and the conceptual framework used to frame the analyses, the paper is useful to understanding the situation of refugees and asylum seekers in Malaysia.

The article discusses ASEAN’s efforts to protect forced migrants within the region, and the commitments of ASEAN and member states in regards to forced migration. Tracing back to the past, ASEAN demonstrated a strong collective response to the Indo-Chinese refugee crisis. Nevertheless, that spirit of shared responsibility is unlikely to appear in the present day. The author argues that threats to security (terrorism, human trafficking, drugs, and arms smuggling) and the diverse nationalities of asylum seekers impede the ASEAN countries ability to cooperate in handling the flows of forced migration.

The author suggests several actions and strategies that may be adopted by ASEAN and its member states to protect forced migrants: (1) ASEAN countries should acknowledge and understand the root causes of forced migration, (2) Thailand, Indonesia, and Malaysia should play an essential role in the management of forced migration by shifting their approach from humanitarianism to a legal-based approach (formulate a legal framework), (3) AICHR, as the ASEAN human rights institution, should formulate a strategy to encourage ASEAN member states to sign the 1951 Refugee Convention, (4) provide support and build close collaboration with civil society organizations, and (5) develop a fourth ASEAN Community pillar as a platform to discuss regional solutions specific for the issue of forced migration.


The study explains how the Malaysia government handles refugees and asylum seekers through available policy. Findings suggest that Malaysia’s refugee management is still based on humanitarianism and is made possible through cooperation with UNHCR and NGOs. The authors conclude that the Rohingya refugee issue remains the collective responsibility of ASEAN countries and is no longer Myanmar’s internal issue. ASEAN member states should have better regional cooperation to protect Rohingya refugees.

The paper provides a brief history of refugee arrivals in Malaysia, discussion the refugee documentation process conducted by UNHCR, and the mechanism of granting IMM13 permits by the Malaysia Ministry of Immigration. This information may be useful for researchers interested in conducting a study on refugee history in Malaysia.
3
Selected Topics on Urban Refugees
3.1. Remaking of urban space


This paper explains the perceived impact of displaced persons on hosting community infrastructure systems—water, wastewater, and transportation—at the city and national levels. To measure these perceptions, authors distributed surveys across 16 states in Germany; questions were formulated using ordinal scales ranging from strongly agree or disagree. The purpose was to predict the level of (dis)agreement with whether incoming displaced persons have impacted the said infrastructure systems at two different geographical scales. This study also attempts to correlate the results with place attachment theory, and this theory suggests a community that has developed an emotional bond with his/her place may develop a negative sentiment toward the disruptor. The test revealed that, within two geographical scales, no statistical differences were present in the perceived impact of displaced persons on the infrastructure system. Nonetheless, the result showed different perceptions toward each infrastructure system. The result suggests that when users perceive of one infrastructure as negatively impacted, they may incline to assume that other systems are also negatively impacted. These results may be linked to place attachment theory; this study also implies that place attachment is stronger at the city level. Residents that are native to the place and have lived at least five years in the city develop a stronger attachment and are likely to be more protective towards their environment. On the national scale, political circumstances, education, generation and household characteristics influence public attitudes towards this issue. This study exhibits the need to better understand the influence of public perception of infrastructure systems. Policymakers and engineers, particularly those responsible for infrastructure policy and design, should incorporate public perceptions into their project plans to avoid external
variables that may cause project distress.

The research in this paper explains the differences in public perceptions of the impact of displacement on critical infrastructure on two geographical scales (city and country). It also elaborates on how those perceptions can be formed and what influences them. Furthermore, this research confirms the importance of public perceptions and why they should be incorporated into planning and construction related to displacement.


This report describes several points of view of forced migration to urban areas in the Middle East North Africa (MENA), especially from a humanitarian-development perspective. Displaced people move from camps to urban areas triggered by thoughts of increased security, better life opportunity, and access to services. However, the government and service provider organizations need extra effort to adjust their policies and approaches to avoid overwhelming the host community. Support for displaced people in urban area should be followed by development assistance to organize suitable urban growth. The development response—especially building on the existing governance structure and the service provider system—should focus on long-term development and sustainable solutions. This report provides details about development challenges and solutions used in World Bank-financed projects, which are: (1) managing rapid urbanization and a city’s physical form; (2) improving living conditions; (3) creating Jobs and supporting livelihoods; (4) expanding the coverage and quality of basic infrastructure services; (5) bridging a divided city and fostering inclusion; (6) managing risks and post-disaster reconstruction; and (7) providing social protection to vulnerable populations in urban areas.

This report shows various typologies from humanitarian and development perspectives across cities in MENA, useful for policy makers facing the similar problem of forced migration in urban setting. It provides an understanding of the situation in urban areas and the displacement settings to define relevant responses.


The article examines urban sanctuary policies and practices in the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom, specifically exploring the common features as well as differences between the three countries. The author reviews English language literature and grey literature to gain insight into policies and practice of urban sanctuary and how they have been implemented in those countries. The main differences is how migrants and refugees are treated at the urban
and national levels. The US and Canada share a similar viewpoint, that is, to enable undocumented migrants to have better lives and access to municipal services (health, education, and other services). However, policies and practices in both countries appear merely to lessen migrants’ burden rather than to tackle the cause of the problems. On the other hand, UK policies and practices emphasize raising awareness of refugees, fostering hospitality values, and transforming the public perception towards refugees. There are common urban sanctuary aspects distilled from three countries, namely legality, discourse, identity formation, and scale. These aspects may be combined for future approaches in sanctuary cities. The nature of urban sanctuary policies and practices is in defiance of national law and policies, and there is no single policy and practice that can precisely define urban sanctuary.

The article sheds light on the concept of an urban sanctuary that heavily relies on national contexts. The analysis of urban sanctuary policies and practices could perhaps be enriched by examining other countries, such as Australia and New Zealand, to gain alternate perspectives from third-country/resettlement countries in the Global South.


The policy brief summarizes the results of a workshop convened by the city of New York and The Brookings Institution on implementation and subsequent materials of the Global Compact for Safe, Orderly, and Regular Migration. The compact is an international instrument that seeks to balance the human rights of every individual (regardless of their migration status) against the state’s prerogatives, to acknowledge that priorities and capabilities of governments vary across nations, and to form a relatively flexible and universal standard that can also consider differences. Local governments are the first receivers of migrants and at the fore of migration governance, resulting in local governments having operational capabilities and relevant policy knowledge. Hence, the article presents several recommendations that may be utilized by local governments for migration governance. Migration governance may be successful if GCM adoption and implementation starts from the local level.

The document is informative and insightful. The proposed recommendations can be seen as forms of empowerment by Global South governments that are prone to crisis and pressures due to limited resources. The discussion on reducing vulnerabilities, providing basic services, and advancing social cohesion could inform relevant stakeholders in formulating proper studies and policies/framework for refugee management.

The article describes the importance of the human-centered approach in design by providing two study cases demonstrating a remarkable collaboration of students, local youth, elderly groups, and the local community in San Francisco. The projects took place in Chinatown neighborhoods and nearby public spaces in San Francisco. Methods included developing a human-centered curriculum and urban observation toolkit in an attempt to alleviate displacement and enhance social integration and economic oriented development, which is still being used today. The article argues that youth must be integrated into the implementation process, validating their existence in the community as ‘equal citizens.’ Their involvement may help avoid negative impacts such as marginalization and exclusion and promote advocacy planning in social activities.

The article sheds light on how tools and mechanisms that integrate both human behavior and social activities can be utilized by urban designers, urban planners, and other relevant professionals along with the local community to foster inclusive spaces and negate discrimination. As refugees and asylum seekers are also parts of the cities, utilizing human-centered methods creates an inclusive urban space that is also adaptive and responsive to their needs and culture.


The article provides in-depth conceptualizations to understand the intersection between transnational mobilities and urban spatialities. The author approaches this intersection through ideas of relationality and territoriality. To fully comprehend the intersection/sphere, shifting the viewpoint of migrants from temporary to ordinary urban dwellers is crucial. Following this argument, “urban” is not a bounded territory but elastic: it contains many layers constituted by migrants as the urban actors who expand cities, connect different spaces within/outside territories, their mobilities, and transnationalism (relation to the outside urban space). The article uses illustrations by international students and migrant workers in New Zealand and Australia to scrutinize “permanent temporariness.” Several key points derived from the analysis are “the importance of paying attention to the diversity of migration experiences,” and the idea that the contested status of migrants, whether temporary or permanent, contributes to the making and remaking of urban spaces (physically-socially). Additionally, the article suggests paying attention to several concepts as implications of this “permanent temporariness” found in migrants’ everyday life, namely “unintended segregation,” “institutional management,” and “ethnic enclave.”
The article is explanatory and contains rich information regarding the concept of the “making and remaking of urban spaces” through the lens of migrants as ordinary urban actors. The third and fourth sections may help build the basis of our research and argumentation on refugee management in a transitory context. There is an analysis of two dimensions of permanent temporariness: “permanence” and “temporality.” These dimensions are reflected in the analysis of urban components (infrastructure, transport, public space, and housing), which play an essential role in sustaining their continual presence. Reflecting on the fact that refugees in Indonesia face a protracted situation and at the same time unintentionally transform our urban fabric, these two dimensions may assist academics and researchers to formulate proper strategies and recommend state authorities to revisit policies in handling refugees.


This article explores key enablements and barriers of green space use amongst low-income, multi-ethnic, young families that may encounter challenges in visiting or using public greenspace, i.e., parks and green squares. The authors conducted semi-structured in-depth interviews with 13 parents and focus group discussions with seven mothers. Most participants were parents of children aged 0-3 years. Findings suggest that there are nine core theme determinants of green space use. Enablers include peer support, social influences from family and community, positive interactions, and outdoor activities that involve interaction with nature and people. Barriers include lack of security, safety concerns, lack of knowledge on the locations of green space (accessibility), and fear of experiencing accidents or crimes. The article provides several recommendations to increase the use of green spaces among multi-ethnic, young families that cover aspects of improvement of greenspace and activities that could be co-produced with the local community, and proposes a framework of determinants for future consideration.

The article may be relevant to urban planning professionals and other stakeholders that deal with developing and providing infrastructure to marginalized communities. However, the collected data may be biased since the interviewed participants were mostly unemployed females. Data collection could be more comprehensive if the sample involved male parents since they may have different experiences or motivations to use greenspaces.

The paper analyses the utilization of crowd-generated data in encouraging migration in recent mass displacement situations. The paper’s purpose is to promote a new frontier in understanding factors concerning mass migration and the use of open data on geographical and social information. Based on a case study of the recent migration wave to Europe from the Middle East and northern Africa, the study provides an overview of the migration process. It also examines how migration-relevant information is gathered and used to guide the movement of displaced populations. The paper labels the new migration paradigm in the digital age as Exodus 2.0, highlighting that the new migration paradigm relies on “information” as a commodity. This article analyzes volunteered geographic information (VGI) and ambient geographic information (AGI) of migrant data sharing. The paper argues that the emergence of crowdsourced data provides an opportunity to understand current mass migration processes better. This is mainly because crowdsourced data sources portray real-time information regarding sites, pathways, conditions, and activities that take place on the ground through the doers’ eyes. The paper provides examples of how open-sourced data are mined, visualized, and used by migrants, including geographical data (maps) and social data (migrants’ social networks). Nevertheless, the paper warns that because the majority of crowdsourced data are not explicitly produced for migration analysis, it can be potentially biased, with data quality issues that must be resolved before the data can be used to model refugee movement. Still, the paper concludes that crowdsourcing data is useful for studying mass migration and paving the way for a new cross-disciplinary migration information science.

Within migration studies, mass migration movement is an empty territory that has barely been explored by scholars due to difficulties in gathering data. This paper studying current migration behavior is useful in filling this gap. The paper is a solid foundation for a holistic and interdisciplinary approach to the study of mass migration.


This document briefly presents an overview regarding the Eurocities commitment to integrating migrants in European cities while also promoting good management of migration. It contains a set of principles aimed at fostering a cohesive network of European cities. The principles were further developed into an “Integrating Cities Charter” by the Eurocities Working Group on Migration and Integration, with the cities of Berlin, Leeds, London, and Rome as cities partners. The consortium believes that migration may benefit the cities economically, culturally, and socially. However, other cities still face disparity despite the benefits, which becomes a primary barrier to integration. In tackling those challenges, the charter describes policymakers’ duties and responsibilities, and that of service providers, employers, and buyers of goods and services across European cities. They are expected to embrace diversity and provide equal opportunities for all migrants and residents.
This document provides useful insights into how cities should work together to foster integration by acknowledging diversity and facilitating and supporting the integration process of migrants. This perspective and the proposed actions could set a good precedent for countries in the Global South to follow to formulate policies that welcome and assist refugees and asylum seekers.


The document sets out the “CITIES-GROW” project’s main deliverables, a continuation of the ImpleMentoring project, coordinated by EUROCITES and supported by the Migration Policy Group, Migration Work-CIC, and the Migration Policy Institute. Participating cities included 16 major European cities such as Athens, Barcelona, Gdansk, Dresden, Helsinki, and Munich. At a glance, the project will advance the previous peer reviewed model on actions and policy implementation in which the mentoring cities would share their experiences and offer support to the implementing cities to address gaps found in the ImpleMentoring project and the Integrating Cities Charter. The project will be executed under four thematic clusters, whereby the mentor cities and implementing cities will be facilitated and supported by an expert partner/organization.

The document is useful to relevant stakeholders of countries that host refugees because the project is a manifestation of practical advice and strategies delivered by European city leaders facing the refugee crisis. There are some learning points, especially in the overall mechanisms and deliverables of the project, that could be useful to countries with large populations of refugees to collaboratively prepare policies and actions that ensure equal opportunities and protection of refugee rights.


The document briefly describes European cities’ role in welcoming, handling, and managing the influx of refugees from the Middle East and Africa. It begins with a statement of how Eurocities relate to refugees and asylum seekers by not treating them under an emergency framework but by handling them through more structural, sustainable, and practical measures that take human rights into account. Each city in Europe has a role, such as sharing responsibilities and solidarity across European cities to ensure long term management, supporting refugee and asylum seekers’ social integration through organized efforts by local level/stakeholders, building good understanding, and promoting a positive perception of refugees and asylum seekers to the locals to foster social cohesion and eliminate negative stigmatization, and providing an adequate long-term and sustainable funding scheme. As cities are considered as partners of EU institutions and UNHCR, they should be involved in
the decision-making process.

This document provides insight into how cities should respond to the refugee and asylum seeker phenomena. The overall discussion could inform academics, researchers, and policy makers in Indonesia by providing an overview of structural refugee governance. It also provides room for local level stakeholders to deliver support and assistance to refugees and asylum seekers while considering issues of human rights. The study focuses on long-term measures instead of an emergency framework.


The document briefly describes the ImpleMentoring method recommended by Eurocities as a joint effort of European cities to advance their collaboration as stated in the Integrating Cities charter. Beyond knowledge exchange, the method is expected to transform into practice all the action plans and commitments detailed in the charter. Funded by the European Commission, the method would establish a series of transnational projects, DIVE (Diversity and Equality in European Cities) and MIXITIES. The projects work on four themes formulated to foster the integration of migrants, covering issues of public perception, diversity and equality, participation, and engagement. Through a peer-review model, the two projects will focus on city-to-city mentoring that involves evaluating cities’ performances based on the designated benchmark, extracting recommendations, and providing key factors to trigger successful integration. The projects’ key stakeholders are mentor city officers, implementing city officers, expert facilitators, and project coordinators.

This document sheds light on how cities can prepare for transnational policy and projects that are progressive and action-oriented, not only to accommodate the needs of migrants but also to provide a platform for mentoring and exchanging ideas between cities. The overall discussion on the ImpleMentoring method practice is useful to researchers, policymakers, and city leaders, as the discussion suggests benchmark themes and possible scenarios or practices that may be implemented by both mentor cities and mentee cities. Accordingly, the method is feasible for adoption by host cities (e.g., ASEAN cities) to formulate collaborative policies or projects that would help improve refugee management.


The article examines place-related determinants that affect the mental health and wellbeing
of refugees while also analyzing the coping resources used during their resettling process in a small urban center in St. John's, Canada. The authors conducted 17 in-depth interviews with ten former refugees (five males, five females), with eight participants arriving as government-assisted refugees and two participants arriving as asylum seekers. Findings suggest that refugees’ challenges and coping resources emerge from the same aspects, such as the built and natural environment, culture and history of the place, and social support availability. Therefore, it signifies that the resettlement context is fluid, changing over time and across various refugee experiences, which later affects refugees' health and wellbeing. For instance, refugees who experienced urban shock were confronted with social and physical isolation due to the city’s climate, location, and small size. Conversely, some refugees felt that the therapeutic landscapes and the city’s size offered a sense of familiarity and a calming atmosphere. Further research could explore how the natural environment influences refugee and asylum seekers’ mental health and wellbeing.

The paper provides a different perspective on refugees’ challenges and experiences after being resettled to a new country. The paper presents unique findings regarding aspects of resettlement that influence the health and wellbeing of refugees. The findings may be relevant to government officials, urban planners and designers, and policymakers in preparing a proper place to ease the burden and trauma that refugees faced before resettlement and a place to facilitate positive experiences for refugees.


The paper thoroughly discusses how combining two urban frameworks, informality and resilience, may provide tools to address planning issues, especially in regards to the refugee crisis. The author argues that the refugee crisis is part of the urban crisis because it touches on shelter and livelihoods, which are essential to the urban discourse. The paper presents Nab’ah, an area of high refugee concentration, as a case study. As one of Beirut’s oldest informal settlements, Nab’ah has become a top destination for migrant workers from Ethiopia and Nigeria. The study surveyed 508 units in Nab’ah in January 2014 and found that most dwellers were Syrian refugees. Findings suggest that Syrian refugees could access information regarding housing opportunities through the established social networks among refugees. Thus, it implies that social networks as informal institutions have provided an informal mode of “self-help” settlements and a means for this neighborhood to be more adaptive while enhancing the neighborhood’s resilience in tackling the refugee settlement crisis caused by the refugee population boom.

Nevertheless, the dynamics of “informal and resilient” shelters in Nab’ah have brought about negative changes to the neighborhood, such as deterioration in the physical infrastructure
and the urban fabric and a rise in housing prices due to refugees’ high demands. On the other hand, security improved. Since the Syrian refugees and families arrived, violence or fights have rarely occurred, making the neighborhood a safe place for children and women.

The article is a bold statement to encourage planners, planning theorists, professionals, and stakeholders to see the refugee crisis as an urban crisis. It sheds light on refugee settlement discourse by utilizing the concepts of informality and resilience to gain insights into the struggle of Syrian refugees to acquire housing in a dense urban neighborhood. There are important discussions and significant findings related to the dynamics of informal housing run by realtors and landlords and the urgency to re-evaluate housing policies. It also urges us to shift our paradigm in responding to refugee needs (physical infrastructure), from humanitarianism or emergency response to a notion that acknowledges refugees’ protracted situation as a part of urban reality.


The article briefly explores the need for the Sudan government to reformulate its urban planning model since it has violated IDPs rights in the Karthoum metropolis. There has been a high number of forcible relocation and demolitions of IDP houses by the government. The 325,000 IDPs live in four official IDP camps located outside urban boundaries, and an additional population of 1.5 million IDPs is concentrated in squatter areas on the outskirts of Khartoum. These IDPs live in a deprived situation since the government has not provided electricity or clean water to all IDPs.

The overall analysis suggests that the demolitions and forced relocations of these vulnerable groups were driven by a corrupt system that drove up land prices, which led the government to abruptly relocate IDPs and to sell the land to investors and wealthy groups. Several organizations have attempted to reform this unequal practice and have petitioned the Khartoum Ministry of Planning. The petition demands a transparent timeframe for rezoning and distributing health, water, and electricity services, along with transparency and equity in plot allocation. It also emphasizes voluntary repatriation or relocation. The author concludes that the management of displaced people, especially in Sudan, is highly political and disadvantageous to vulnerable groups; thus, it is crucial to adopt a new and specific IDP regulation as an attempt to find durable solutions for IDPs.

The article provides an overview of the evolution of Thessaloniki city planning. The study scrutinizes how the refugee crisis, conflicts, and geopolitics within Thessaloniki and the city’s frail spatial planning and management system have changed the urban geography of Thessaloniki. Findings suggest that several key events affected the city’s social cohesion, its landscape, and its planning and management systems. Those key events include the great fire, the influx of refugees from Asia Minor that occurred in 1912-1949, intense urbanization and the fall of communist regimes in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe between 1950-2008, and lastly, the fiscal and refugee crises that started in 2009. The paper further highlights notable changes in Thessaloniki, particularly the establishment of new businesses by Asia Minor refugees, which revitalized the city’s economy and the rise of grassroots initiatives to support vulnerable groups. Nevertheless, the progress of developing planning policies was slightly downgraded. Some projects intended to upgrade the city were not implemented due to a lack of political will, while abolishing the Planning Organization of Thessaloniki in 2014 exacerbated the deterioration of city planning. The article concludes that the only option for Thessaloniki to reinforce its spatial planning is through the adoption of resilience policies that allow for challenges and diversities to be incorporated into the strategic adaptation and narratives for city development.

The article provides insight into Thessaloniki’s struggle to bounce back from social, economic, and environmental crises and its attempt to reinforce spatial planning. The study provides an in-depth analysis of the geopolitics that affected the development of Thessaloniki. The city planning system’s inconsistency due to a changing political landscape resonates with the current planning system in many countries, such as Indonesia. Thus, this paper could inform policymakers, planners, and professionals as to how cities may include urban refugee issues into their spatial planning.


This article discusses common problems facing refugee communities in urban spaces within host countries, namely marginalization in all sectors and inadequate assistance from stakeholders. Usually, arguments to justify such poor treatment are the social and economic burdens added by the refugee community to the host society and the refugees’ inability to adapt to the host society’s culture and traditions. This paper challenges these arguments by examining the case of Sudanese refugees in Cairo, Egypt. Egypt is one of the founding signatories to both the 1951 Convention and the OAU Refugee Convention. Under the charters, Egypt is obliged to provide asylum and protect refugees’ rights in its territory. However, because Egyptian law does not allow resident refugees to acquire citizenship, their descendants remain transit foreigners. In the long term, the situation hinders a full integration into the host community. More so, survival in developing countries’ urban
settings is always tough, especially for undocumented refugees. This article shows that despite social exclusion and lack of access to rights and services, Sudanese refugees had helped transform Cairo’s urban spaces by contributing to the economy and cultural development and becoming one of the social agents of the host society.

The article provides insights into how documented/undocumented status affects refugee vulnerability and determines their coping mechanisms. The paper found that documented/undocumented status affects refugee vulnerabilities but does not create differences in their coping mechanisms. Legal status protects refugee rights even though it does not spare them from economic struggle and the local population’s xenophobia attitudes. In contrast, undocumented status results in restrictions on freedom of movement and limited access to rights and services. Nevertheless, urban settings provide opportunities such as means to hide undocumented status, economic activities, and avenues to overcome social insecurity. The paper argues that both documented and undocumented statuses have the same effect on coping mechanisms. It is also important to note that both refugee communities and local communities in urban settings are on the same page in that they both qualify as urban poor and have similar coping mechanisms in dealing with economic struggles. In the social sphere, the refugee communities rely on Sudanese associations to provide social security and basic necessities such as education, employment opportunities, and health services. Simultaneously, organized refugees are more recognized in urban society, and organization facilitates integration into society.


The document lays out the linkages between humanitarian and development sectors for more effective and sustainable urban service delivery to displaced populations. The goal is to review, document, and learn from various projects and approaches around the world considered successful in creating such linkages. Using literature review and case studies analysis, the document identifies three approaches for humanitarian actors to achieve more resilient, sustainable, and inclusive public services: strengthening the organizational capacity of public service providers, specifically in planning, financial management, crisis response funding, human resource management, procurement, and information systems; improving coordination with and between humanitarian responders and existing urban service providers, which can include multiple levels of governments, NGOs and CSOs; and promoting inclusivity instead of working in silos, which often happens during a crisis response, as well as paying more attention to the inclusion of voices of displaced people throughout the process.
As useful as it may be for humanitarian actors as its target audience, the document is also useful for urban stakeholders who face increased pressure from the impact of forced migration but may not be familiar with responding to such a crisis. It can provide insights into how to work better with humanitarian actors, how and which sectors or services may benefit from better collaboration, and how such collaborations have worked in some cities or urban settings. The annex provides a list of reviewed case studies, which include successful cases of responses to public service delivery to displaced populations and cases that focus on organizational development of local governments in such contexts. This study is beneficial for research focusing on improving local policy in responding to displacement in the urban context.


This paper analyses UN-Habitat’s intervention in supporting local actors to undertake urban planning in post-humanitarian crises. It compares the case of Banda Aceh city in Indonesia, which was devastated after being hit by the Indian Ocean earthquake and tsunami in 2004, and the case of Tacloban city in the Philippines that suffered from Super Typhoon Haiyan in 2013. Fieldwork was conducted during July and August 2016. Interviews were conducted with 33 respondents in Indonesia and 19 respondents in the Philippines. The study found that even though urban planning in post-humanitarian crises empowers communities and governments to manage recovery, those involved may lack knowledge, experience, time, tools, or technology. This paper offers key lessons for organizations intending to support urban communities and local governments to undertake urban planning following humanitarian crises: (1) consider the intervention’s speed and scale depending on its mandate, context, capacity, and the funding availability; (2) enhance the local government’s capacity by involving them in leading the planning process; (3) coordinate a task force for recovery and reconstruction planning; (4) involve community leaders to gain community support; and (5) gaining the support of national government agencies to obtain urban planning guidelines, technical expertise, and coordination. The research acknowledges its limitations: it is difficult to capture the interviewees’ details because the research was undertaken approximately two and a half years after the Philippines’ Super Typhoon Haiyan and 12 years after the Indonesian Indian Ocean earthquake and tsunami.

Even though the paper does not discuss refugees and forced displacement, it provides important lessons to understand city planning challenges in post humanitarian crises. This paper will be valuable for city planners working in post-disaster situations in which displacement occurs.

The article examines the temporal sites encountered and/or inhabited by migrants during their journeys to resettlement countries. For migrants (refugees, asylum seekers), the meaning of the in-between zone goes beyond physical space or containers. It may represent protracted stagnation, disruption, an absence of protection, and ambiguity of legal status hence inability to make claims. Scholars often study temporal zones under Agamben’s idea of “zones of exception”. However, the author argues that Agamben’s notion should be revisited because there are growing numbers of migration academics, particularly transnational feminist scholars, who expand upon, reassess, and challenge Agamben’s idea, which is seen as a “gender-blind, unspecified body”, weighing in sovereign power and inadvertently diminishing the core concept and potentiality of temporal zones. These scholars utilize feminist counter-topography, asserting that this analytical lens reveals a gendered process of exclusion, hence looking beyond the narrative of exclusion itself.

The qualitative method uses data from private interviews with representatives/advocates of detainees (Afghan nationals) and participant observation in Lombok, Indonesia. The authors conclude that refugees trapped remotely, in in-between zones, are intentionally “discarded” by the Australian government so that their existence is not exposed to Australians whose country is intended to be a resettlement country. There is also a separation of male and female detainees, where female detainees maintain contact with their advocates and activists in Australia. This separation, as advocates claim, is a violation of UNHCR principles. It marks the role of counter-topographies: political struggle, mobilization, and transnational communication in addressing the exclusion faced by detainees.

This study’s relevance lies in the discussion of counter-topographies as a tool to analyze solidarity and the collective movements of refugees in limbo and how they maintain their connection with relatives and advocates in both home and resettlement countries. Also, transnational feminist critiques of Agamben’s idea are insightful and provide a new analytical lens to see and reflect upon refugee management in Indonesia, which is still highly influenced by state sovereignty.


This paper examines the characteristics and dynamics of urban refugee movements and the challenges confronted by cities in addressing refugee protection and care. It features the role of cities as the front line for forced migration. Cities are believed to have the ability
to facilitate personal anonymity, connectivity to dense social networks, formal and informal labor opportunities, and access to essential services that are otherwise unavailable in rural areas. However, urban refugees are often vulnerable to exploitation, discrimination, deportation, and face stigmas. It further outlines evidence countering the perception that refugees represent a threat to the public order, i.e., refugees are not typically associated with increases in crime or social disturbances. A few studies show that they even appear to generate long-term net benefits to local economies. Several cities are starting to form alliances to improve their responses and share experiences. Global commitments and agendas, such as SDGs, the New Urban Agenda, and the Global Compact on Refugees, and the UNHCR, have taken only piecemeal approaches to find solutions to urban refugee issues. The authors concluded the article with recommendations.

The paper provides thorough explanations equipped with scientific evidence on the dynamics, challenges, and potentials of cities responding to urban refugees. Such scientific evidence could be instrumental in understanding the current status and how to move forward. Although it did mention some cases from the Global South, none of those were from the Southeast Asian context.


The document discusses how parks and public spaces can improve refugee and asylum seekers’ wellbeing and local integration through activities and ideas for supporting better access to positive experiences and enjoyment of parks. The study conducted interviews in London, Sheffield, and Berlin with 16 refugees and asylum seekers, and 35 interviews with various stakeholders from both refugee communities and green spaces. Nine initiatives are highlighted as case studies in which each promotes one or all of three aims; (1) increase autonomy to improve confidence to make well-informed choices about which place to go in a city or town; (2) support respite potentially provided by outdoor areas and activities to improve mental health, and; (3) use and build upon social networks, both between organizations and refugees and asylum seekers and within networks of their own. The case studies presented were initiated by the refugee sector or the greenspace sector, and involve collaborations between various organizations.

The resource is organized into four key themes: (1) find - discussing the importance of cultural understanding and the diversity of parks, and the kind of information needed before visiting; (2) chat - discussing the importance of friends, or a facilitated group to increase confidence needed to visit parks; (3) join In - discussing the range of activities potentially offered by parks and open public spaces to improve wellbeing and give a sense of purpose; (4) feel Better - discussing how the natural environment can improve mental health. These four frameworks are intended to have mutual connections and influences, which can help
address barriers to the use of open public spaces, particularly among refugees and asylum seekers.

From this study, seven ideas about parks and how to welcome refugees are presented both for people working in the refugee and green space sectors. These suggestions could be useful as guidelines for further collaboration and action between the two sectors to improve accessibility and potential use of open public spaces for refugee and asylum seekers’ wellbeing.


The article examines how refugees and asylum seekers experience surrounding urban greenspaces and whether greenspace can provide a sense of inclusion and respite during difficult situations. Data was collected through interviews with refugees and asylum seekers in Berlin, London, and Sheffield. The article gives balanced perspectives on how refugees and asylum seekers perceive urban greenspace. Restorative qualities of urban greenspace are experienced when it offers a sense of familiarity to the new arrivals. It fosters connections back to the part of their identity that has been neglected throughout the migration journey. In addition, engagement in activities in the public space provides opportunity for contact between refugees and local communities. Despite those benefits, feelings of uncertainty about understanding the rules and behavior in using greenspaces and concerns around personal safety still hinder the possibilities of urban greenspace in creating more relaxed and informal activities. Thus, while natural features bring different perceptions among them, larger and highly managed central parks with multiple facilities are preferred by refugees and asylum seekers.

The article introduces the approach of “Curated Sociability” as a facilitated form of interactions and activities with refugees and asylum seekers to overcome barriers and challenges in using urban greenspace to improve their wellbeing and facilitate integration into the new place. Within these curated activities, presenting a social context, offering purpose and structure, providing easy ways to join in, and developing a sense of control to gradually establish footholds of belonging are some qualities that are reflected in the process of engagement. In the process, the nature public space will constantly change through new encounters, shaping the parks for a shared future. These findings are insightful for both people working in the refugee sector and the greenspace sector to create more inclusive public urban greenspace and to improve its qualities for residents’ wellbeing, including refugees and asylum seekers.

The report presents an analysis of urban dwellers’ struggles, especially urban displaced populations, to gain access to services and economic opportunities in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. This report’s results are derived from a qualitative approach consisting of two desk reviews and three rounds of field research involving interviews, FGD, and consultation activities. The report adopts Henri Lefebvre’s concept of the “Right to the City” to ascertain formal and informal limitations that marginalized groups encounter while taking into account their legal rights and practical capacity to access these services. The report elaborates at least four main challenges concerning the protection of urban displaced populations, and provides three recommendations to address these challenges from humanitarian actors’ perspectives.

As per its intention, the report is suitable to appraise and affect operational practice and policies for humanitarian actors in urban programming. Even though the report focuses on Dar es Salaam, the challenges and recommendations are relevant to the general case in humanitarian sectors, especially within the urban context in cities or countries that authorize residence and employment of urban displaced populations with particular conditions.


This paper is one of the Global Alliance for Urban Crises’ knowledge product series. The paper emphasizes the need to balance short-term humanitarian responses with long-term development. It outlines five priorities for building resilient urban systems, summarizing desk review results and perspectives of GAUC members from different elements of society, i.e., local authorities, academia, built environment practitioners, and humanitarian and development agencies. One of the priorities, “understand and act on the pledge to leave no one behind,” highlights various groups still experiencing discrimination in urban development or difficulties in gaining access to the benefits of such development, including refugees.

The paper helps readers to understand the interconnection between crisis management and urban development. Therefore, in the case of refugee-related issues, this paper is relevant for both humanitarian agencies that support refugees and the immediate needs of development agencies to ensure the inclusion of refugees in long-term urban development agendas.
UN Habitat. 2015. “Habitat III Issue Papers – Migration And Refugees In Urban Areas.”
UN Habitat.

This issue paper takes stock of strategic issues and recommendations on migration and refugees pertaining to urban development as part of the journey towards the New Urban Agenda. Its preparation was co-led by UNHCR, OHCHR, and IOM with contributions from UNITAR, UN DESA, FAO, UN-Habitat, and UNFPA, and was finalized in May 2015. It provides a summary of issues regarding national legal and policy frameworks to address mobile populations, the need to integrate migration concerns into development planning, challenges faced by municipalities in doing so, and bridging the gap between humanitarian and development matters. The issue paper further recommends critical drivers for action, including planning for population movements, enhancing participation and empowerment, and building strengthened partnerships. It also enlists platforms and projects aligned with the cause, such as The Global Forum on Migration and Development and The World Migration Report 2015 – Migrants and Cities.

The paper provides a practical summary as a guideline for policymaking and a basic understanding for further research on migration and refugees in urban areas.


The article examines the creation or destruction of city branding, using a case study of Munich, Germany. As Munich is a point of entry and intersection for refugee movement, it allows for observation for a firm dynamics of city brand co-creation. Data from in-depth interviews of 18 residents from various backgrounds and interests were analyzed using an inductive categorization process, which involved coding and cross-case analysis. City branding is a result of a process and negotiation between different stakeholders. It is co-created or co-destroyed by both the collective action of its citizens and the urban policies. Like in the case of Munich, a positive branding will change if there is any change in goals, shared values, and the power level of various stakeholders. The authors question whether Munich’s branding as a refugee-welcoming city only produces a positive impact since the same branding can trigger fear over crime, poverty, and terror, which is how some citizens perceive refugee impacts. Moreover, co-created city branding messages are understood differently by different people, depending on their personal experiences, values, and goals. Whether a city branding is positive or negative will depend on its public discourse over important issues.

The article explains how citizens’ actions as a response to refugee issues can influence the
dynamics of a city brand, even in a city with a long-standing positive branding. It does not discuss how the government has responded to the citizens’ collective actions or if those actions led to a specific change in urban policies. Further study on the impact of the refugee crisis on a city’s branding is necessary.
3.2. Shelters, camps, urban refugee housing


This article aims to obtain accurate data, including socio-economic data and an advanced understanding concerning the hygiene and sanitation of populations residing in long-term refugee camps in Thailand, Kenya, and Ethiopia. Through qualitative and quantitative methods, the authors collected data from structured observation of hand washing in 126 households, surveys and questionnaires on hygiene and sanitation in 1,089 households for a characteristics survey, and discussions and semi-structured interviews with mothers and women. Findings demonstrate that the most common safe hand washing practice occurs “after cleaning a child’s bottom or cleaning up feces.” Furthermore, access to water supply and free soap or soap availability would have boosted the safe hand washing rates in the camps settings. However, there are conflicting priorities between soap for laundry and for hand washing among women in Kenya and Ethiopia. Providing subsidized soap could increase hand-washing practices in the refugee camps. On the other hand, open defecation was not found in Thailand since latrine use was nearly 100%, and open defecation was less common in more educated households in Ethiopia and Kenya. Households from urban areas and those with higher education levels tend to practice safe hand washing and use latrines. Therefore, a one-size-fits-all strategy for hygiene and sanitation campaigns may fail since there are differences in education levels and places of origin. A segmented and separated communication strategy that accounts for those differences should be implemented.

The article demonstrates an in-depth examination of hygiene and sanitation in refugee camps. The results and discussion section is useful for academics, researchers, and other
relevant stakeholders working in the WASH sector.


The research explores the development of refugee camps along with their dwellers, Palestinian refugees. The article examines different refugee camps, namely Mar Elias in Beirut and Al Buss in Tyre, contrasting their development while also analyzing the refugees’ urban experiences in each camp. Several factors affect the development and urbanization process of these camps. For instance, Mar Elias camp’s central location resulted in the camp became a hosting space for different waves of migration and the emergence of commercial activities. On the other hand, Al Buss camp consists of two different zones, one of which is denser while the other one is less dense and developed informally. Given its informality, the latter became a commercial zone for both Palestinian and Lebanese as well as a melting pot for travelers, migrants, and locals. Findings suggest that the development of refugee camps has contributed to the organization of socio-economic activities in the city. Finally, the article concludes that refugee camps represented the socio-spatial dynamics of Palestinians, not only as “vulnerable spaces” or “spaces of memory,” but also as places for Palestinians that foster social cohesion and integration with the host society, and are likely to evolve as spaces for economic activity through informal gatherings.

The case studies presented are useful precedents for academics and researchers from the fields of geography, urban planning and design, sociology, and other relevant social sciences. The case studies uncover many aspects such as socio-economic and mobility practices that constitute a new meaning to urban space through the analytical lenses of urban refugee and refugee camps.


This book chapter discusses the relation of place and space, or the refugee reception center’s spatial context and Germany’s local discourse. The highlight is how the reception center is constructed under different policies at different levels: regional (European), national and local. The study reveals how these negotiation processes become permanent following the logic that the camp is a non-place due to the popular academic perception that the
reception center is transitory. The paper also reflects the residents’ perceptions and media discourse as a mirror of the public’s perception.

In Germany, reception and accommodation centers are considered non-places, future (political) models for asylum processing, and a laboratory to find efficient ways to implement asylum legislation. The lifespan of a reception center is limited to 10 years. After the reform of German asylum legislation in the 1990s, asylum seekers were usually accommodated centrally. The government provides housing or reception centers in apartments or small collective units on the social or private housing market. Asylum applicants must live there while waiting for decisions. They are not allowed to work or to leave the allocated county. However, the regulations and assistance provided are different from group to group, depending on the asylum applicants’ origin countries. The public criticized the practice of reception centers concerning the reception procedures and the strict asylum regulations. The criticisms are mainly on the weakening of asylum’s fundamental rights by constructing groups of refugees on categories solely based on national origin. Also, the camps’ martial forms convey the impression of prisons. Other criticisms are on individual housing, residents’ integration, and children’s education. The media discourses are on the camps’ location, unruly residents, and the camps’ functionality. On the residents’ voices regarding integration, some of the residents perceive of themselves as being on the right path of integration through school attendance and regular work for people from specific origins. Others see themselves as alienated from the surrounding environment due to a lack of social embeddedness and restricted access to the labor market. Even though all asylum applicants understand the camps’ transitory nature, return to the home country is not in their vision. The paper concludes that the logic in place, regarding whether space is a place or non-place, is the product of both the organizational framing and the institutional setting.


This is a study’s report on internally displaced people (IDP) caused by armed conflict and other violence in four urban settings: Mosul in Iraq, Baidoa in Somalia, Maiduguri in Nigeria, and San Pedro Sula in Honduras. This report focuses on IDPs experience in urban displacements, analysis of the current humanitarian responses aligned with people’s needs and expectations and provides recommendations to improve the humanitarian response to meet IDPs immediate and longer-term needs, and recovery.

The takeaways are as follows: 1) program, design, and implementation of humanitarian responses should be based on the displaced people’s needs and experiences; 2) the impact of displacement extends well beyond displaced persons. For prolonged displacement, support and assistance from the government and NGO might have diminished, so the
burden will naturally fall on the city and host communities. Host communities have to share the already scarce city resources and limited facilities. In turn, the situation affects community relations; 3) most displaced people lost their sense of dignity due to a sense of dislocation and being uprooted from their culture; therefore, the humanitarian response should also consider a long-term program that helps people restore their sense of dignity; 4) humanitarian interventions should consist of both long-term resilience programs and short-term emergency support; 5) outside camps’ urban displacement is still under focus in most studies and humanitarian organizations’ works because of the assumption that they live a better life than the camp’s displaced people; 6) relying only on a blanket approach in humanitarian response will undermine adequate support to the most vulnerable individuals and families; 7) unverified assumptions, rather than factual data, still drive certain responses to internal displacement, creating ineffective or fallacy in developing programs; 8) as a complementary to development actors, humanitarian organizations should take more action in responding to urban displacement; and 9) negative sentiment on urban displacement regarding the burden to host communities is still very much alive.


This paper studies the Emergency Support to Integration and Accommodation (ESTIA) programme, as a policy initiative to provide housing and social integration for asylum seekers in Greece. It investigates the design and implementation framework of ESTIA against its goal of social integration. Greece hosted around 1.5 refugees in 2017. The ESTIA programme was developed to tackle the refugee influx by collaborating with the UNHCR with the national government, local authorities, and NGOs. ESTIA aims to ensure adequate living conditions for asylum seekers by providing apartments and allowance at the standard of the minimum guaranteed income for Greek citizens. ESTIA also provides mentoring to access social services. Up until September 2018, ten local authorities and nine NGOs implemented the programs by covering 25,632 hosting places for asylum seekers.

The study findings are as follows. 1) Since the program was planned during an emergency situation, funding stability is not guaranteed, and the beneficiaries keep changing. 2) There was a disconnection between housing planning and social integration policies. The programme’s designers were supranational actors, while the implementers were local governments and NGOs. Further, after the state withdrew from the program, non-state actors took care of all social integration programs. 3) There was an absence of a holistic social integration plan. The programme is on-track in providing autonomous housing. However, the program does not plan the next step after the housing program is completed. 4) Coordination and cooperation issues between implementing agencies. The absence of a central guidance allows agents to find additional support and take uncoordinated policy
discretion. 5) Human resources issues of ESTIA implementing agencies are caused by an imbalance between the number of beneficiaries and working staff. Agents’ lack of experience in the refugee sector is also a challenge. 6) There are unclear criteria for programme beneficiaries. Initially, the program aimed to provide benefits to asylum seekers selected for relocation to other EU member states. Subsequently, with the enlargement of ESTIA, vulnerable groups of asylum seekers were considered beneficiaries, resulting in a “relativisation” of asylum seekers as a vulnerable group. 7) Overcrowd housing and the absence of an exit strategy was a challenge. The main indication that ESTIA failed to achieve social integration is that few of the beneficiaries have managed to leave the programme and move into private apartments.


The article explores how intercultural communal living contributes to the process of social integration of refugees and promotes social understanding between refugees and locals. The authors interviewed and observed participants to gain insight into their motivations and experiences in being involved in this program. The program was conducted in Antwerp, Belgium, in small collective housing units for one to two years that were crafted for young unaccompanied refugees aged 17-23 years and young locals aged 20-30. The program is a pragmatic approach by the government to integrate the recent influx of refugees and asylum seekers, especially after the Syrian crisis.

The program has created integration opportunities in both informal and mutual learning environments. Communal living plays an important role in providing social support for refugees, giving them the sense that “you’re not alone in this challenging time,” and is a comfort to young refugees. One thing to be considered is that the relationships formed may trigger discomfort on both sides due to differences in financial and social status. Additional research on what factors may enhance or hinder social integration between buddies and refugees in the context of communal living is needed.


The article analyses the concept of identity and territory among people categorized as being displaced or uprooted. It examines two cases based on ethnographic research among two groups of Hutu refugees, those living in an isolated refugee camp and those inhabiting
tKigoma Township (outside the camp). The author suggests that the relationship of people and place, metaphorically speaking, is similar to that of trees and the soil, bound by natural ties. The authors conclude that camp refugees maintain a “reterritorialization” of the refugees’ homeland/nation, which emerges as a collective identity of “purity,” while town refugees, on the other hand, take on “borrowed” or “impure” identities as a result of the assimilation process. The author highlights that “identity is always mobile and processual...” that there will always be a new identity emerging as a product of “reterritorialization,” and that there is an urgency “not to deny the importance of place in the construction of identities.”

The article is insightful, as it integrates the rhizomatic concept into the discussion on refugee identity. The study provides an in-depth analysis of refugees as territorially uprooted people and shows how their culture and history play a part in reterritorialization/identity construction even though their status in that place remains temporary. This paper is useful supplementary information to better understand how refugees construct their identities within the urban context.


This article examines how differences in access to assistance, security, and tacit recognition by the state influence the conditions in informal settlements in Bekaa Valley, Eastern Lebanon, which resulted from the Lebanon government’s no-camp policy regarding Syrian refugees. As initial background, this article describes informal settlement types based on their location, namely semi-urban and agricultural land, and the rental system applied to Syrian refugees by private landowners. Two informal settlement locations are discussed to provide an overview of the different conditions that occur due to differences in management systems, NGO involvement in aid management, and the facilities owned by families living in each location.

The article argues that informal settlement is a form of negotiation from the desire and limits of the state’s ability to manage the crisis to the local communities involved in carrying the burden. The article also demonstrates that informal settlements challenge the idea of informality. By having blurred boundaries between camps and cities, these settlements private and informal on the one hand, but still incorporates degrees of control and care, similar characters with formal camps. By discussing informal settlement, the author highlights the fact that refugee spaces issues are much more complicated than the duality of camps versus cities, which is widely used to describe differences in living spaces for refugees, spatial politics, and the political subjects that occur as a result.
This article can provide input for policymakers of host governments about living spaces for refugees. It also describes factors that can influence settlement development in the long term, affecting the refugees’ quality of life, regional development, and their impact on local communities.


This paper discusses the role of Governance on Arrival (GoA) in Leipzig, Germany in managing refugees’ accommodation. The author explains the background of the emergence of this new regulation, a description of the concept, and the city government’s obstacles in implementing the regulation. Conceptually, GoA provides refugees with an opportunity to find their own place to live in the city (decentralized housing) with assistance after attaining resettlement status. The author suggests the GoA is a contested field for several reasons, including (1) the need for collaboration between actors, not only from the government sector but also other related stakeholders in the city; (2) the need for a new policy that regulates housing issues, which in reality is very complicated; and (3) discrimination and xenophobia on the part of local residents still occurs as an increasing number of refugees compete for affordable housing.

This paper provides a case study of a breakthrough in the management of refugee accommodations. The obstacles encountered both among stakeholders and civil society in applying the concept can be essential lessons for researchers and policymakers in developing refugee governance at the city level, both in Leipzig and in other locations.


This article provides an overview of a qualitative component of a study in South Australia examining the impact of housing experiences on the health and wellbeing of refugees and asylum-seekers. The study seeks to draw upon Mallett and colleagues’ cumulative approach to examining housing problems and their impacts on health, in concert with Ager and Strang’s framework of integration through a focus on housing as a key social determinant of health and as a means to successful integration for people from refugee backgrounds. Interviews were conducted with 50 refugees and asylum seekers who were purposely sampled according to gender, continent, and visa status, from a broader survey. Interview
participants were recruited through the original survey, which included a question asking people if they were interested in participating in a follow-up interview. Interview questions were developed in response to the literature outlined in the previous section concerning housing and health for refugees and asylum seekers.

The author outlines the general links that participants made between housing and health and wellbeing, as well as discussing the impact of specific elements of housing that emerged from the analysis: housing affordability, physical elements of housing such as cold and damp and space and layout, social elements of housing such as safety and disorder, and social relations and insecurity of housing tenure. The results indicated that housing was of central importance to health and wellbeing and impacted health through a range of pathways, including affordability, housing suitability in terms of physical aspects such as condition and layout, social aspects such as safety, and belonging issues around security of tenure. Asylum seekers, in particular, reported that living in housing that was in poor condition negatively affected their health. Improving housing quality, affordability, and tenure security all have the potential to lead to more positive health outcomes.

The article contains useful information, especially the key elements from the interviews that outline refugee and asylum seekers’ overall housing situation.
3.3. Social Integration


The article examines Syrian refugees’ integration and their interactions with locals in Turkey (Istanbul, Ankara, and Izmir), and probes the conditions that affect their integration process by studying refugee behavior and their similarity with the locals, as well as collective and individual mobility. The research is quantitative, using various Call Detail Record datasets, including fine-grain mobility dataset, coarse grain mobility dataset, antenna traffic dataset, and additional metrics such as residential inclusion by district, district attractiveness, and district cost of living. The datasets and metrics are used to explore the similarity of mobility patterns between refugees and locals. Findings suggest that locals and refugees share more similarity in routines if they are more evenly distributed in areas within the cities. The article also explores the nexus between mobility similarity and interaction level to gain insights into local and refugee practices in sharing the same space. As a result, analysis of collective mobility patterns shows that more interaction between refugees and locals means more sharing of urban spaces between them. The article also discusses the relation between cost of living, economic capacity, and district of attractiveness, whereby the refugees are likely to be more integrated if they live in more costly areas.

The article addresses the gap in the literature that focuses on social integration by presenting data-driven research that relies heavily on calls and text activities as well as other digital means of communication. It provides a different perspective in researching social integration; it presents unique findings that could be used by governments and policymakers to formulate integration policies and guidelines with data-based validated results.

This master’s thesis takes on the spatial aspect of refugee management with an interdisciplinary approach to humanitarian aid, urban planning, and design. Using a case study to shape the analysis, this study aims to use spatial strategy to incorporate the issue of refugee integration into the urban environment. The research uses qualitative data from observed spatial configurations at two districts in the Istanbul metropolitan area: Sultanbeyli and Zeytinburnu. It also focuses on the legal-political, socio-economic, and cultural-religious dimensions of the society that influence the integration process. The benchmark of the study is on the interaction between refugees and the host community, which determines the direction and goal of the integration process. Further, the study conducts experiments by using spatial strategy to strengthen the integration process by maximizing the potential public space and increasing cultural-religious interaction between two communities. The study highlights the importance of a collaborative process in designing spatial development as a spatial strategy. The study concludes that integration is a process of becoming an accepted part of society and is influenced not only by the two parties involved but also by governance actors. It also finds that public space typology and related spatial conditions influence targeted communities and their interactions. The use of spatial strategy as a long-term strategy should also involve the targeted communities in the design process so that the projects can respond to the needs of the targeted communities.

Studies that experiment with the use of spatial strategy in refugee integration are uncommon. Most studies on refugee integration processes focus on problem identification or the quality of interaction through behavior analysis; hence, this study using a spatial approach to analyze the level of integration is refreshing. The study is useful for policymakers looking for insights into refugee integration in particular and social integration in general.


In this paper, the authors scrutinize European literature that focuses on the relationship between social integration and green public space. From 350 articles, the authors elected eleven peer-reviewed papers of the same topic, namely, incorporating nature within the process of immigrant social integration, to be reviewed systematically. The rationale for conducting this study is that there has not been a single study that focuses on how nature
and green public space support the social integration of immigrants within the host society. The four basic forms of social integration identified by Esser (1999) including structural, cultural, interactive, and identificational integration, and a social-environmental justice perspective form the basis of this review’s analysis.

The analysis reveals that the critical determinant for immigrants’ integration into society through green public space lies in “provision of access” or “opportunities for outdoor recreation” (p. 5). Only by providing specific knowledge and access to immigrants will the environment play an important role in successful social integration. Thus, it can be said that natural areas can be seen as equally crucial to the provision of health services. Both contribute significantly to the health and wellbeing of users, including immigrants. As the authors argue, this finding confirms that health and wellbeing are key indicators of immigrants’ actively involvement in social integration, which can be achieved through active participation in natural areas.

The paper is highly relevant to urban planning professionals, psychologists, actors in the field of mental health and wellbeing and other stakeholders dealing with the provision of public infrastructure to optimize the use of green public spaces as tools for social integration. Since nature-based solutions are frequently overlooked by professionals and stakeholders of refugee issues in the Global South, this paper may shed light on how future policies can be formulated to tackle issues related to mental health and social isolation among refugees.


Refugee labor market access in the host country and the activation of refugees’ social capital within and outside of organizations are the focuses of this study. The findings show that refugees have access to different types of social capital, and each type offers different forms of support to refugees during the labor market integration process. The findings provide new insights into the ways that different forms of social capital can facilitate refugee labor market integration at various stages.

The four different types of social capital available to refugees are: 1) horizontal bonding social capital among family members and friends or acquaintances of the same nationality or ethnicity; 2) vertical bonding social capital through organizations and institutions based on shared religion, nationality, or ethnic background; 3) horizontal bridging social capital comprised of resources and information provided by friends and acquaintances of different nationalities or ethnic backgrounds; and 4) vertical bridging social capital, including social system contacts, social workers, volunteers, and co-workers or supervisors. In addition,
two types of connections are common: purpose-based and private connections. Purpose-based social contacts are limited to a particular purpose: in the context of an official administrative process, refugees signed up for programs or proactively approached officials and social workers. Meanwhile, private contacts were characterized by the free choice of contact and social interactions that were often based on mutual friendship. Purpose-based contacts were highly relevant to the refugee labor market integration process. Four different stages clarify how social capital supports the refugee labor market integration process: (1) early integration support; (2) support in preparing for labor market entry; (3) support in entering the labor market; and (4) support at work. The paper concludes that bonding and bridging social capital as well as horizontal and vertical social capital can facilitate the labor market integration of refugees in Germany.


The study examines the influx of refugees in the world caused by violent conflict and war. The study argues that relief responses need to focus on community and refugee relations in addition to short-term emergency services. The reason is that community and refugee relations can secure durable and long-term solutions that empower refugees and improve their living conditions. The study offers a unified approach by taking methods and approaches from two disciplines: conflict transformation and participatory/urban planning. The two fields tackle the interface between groups in conflict and process-oriented planning of the physical environment to serve diverse needs.

The benefit of incorporating methods from these two fields’ is a participatory process in which conflict between groups is transformed by collaborative governance. The goal is to effectively harness participation and inclusion to address the root causes driving conflict through participatory governance in the local planning of the camps and detention centers. Participatory planning provides the design framework; conflict transformation provides the fundamentals of how to get there. Conceptually, conflict transformation focuses on relationships as a necessary foundation from which to tackle broader issues. Two groups locked in conflict frequently have motivations originating from similar basic needs: food, shelter, or security. The approach from the field of conflict transformation builds community-based networks that are connected to immediate problems. This unified approach can ease the fears of local community and government of a prolonged refugee crisis.

The article explores Yugoslavian refugees’ experiences of inclusion/integration in the Netherlands and Italy through a comparative study of two models of integration using data from qualitative and in-depth interviews with 60 refugees in the two countries. Findings suggest that the Dutch model is a top-down, state-controlled process. Refugees in the Netherlands are given permanent citizenship and adequate assistance, including involvement in the labor market. Nevertheless, they still find it hard to build social connections with the Dutch. They experience pressure during integration and often feel that they are merely “objects of policies.” In contrast, refugees in Italy encounter difficulties in settling due to Italy’s underdeveloped protection system and the law that “does not recognize humanitarian refugees.” Refugees are granted limited assistance with no permanent citizenship. They rely on NGOs and other organizations as well as migrant networks for additional assistance. Thus, this inadequacy forces them to be self-sufficient. However, their social life is considerably stronger; refugees maintain a social connection to people of other ethnicities and Italians. The author concludes that strong policy intervention does not guarantee refugee integration success, and highlights that a lack of organized assistance can be a driving force for refugees to build personal agency and self-reliance.

The article provides insights into two paradoxes of refugee integration from one former country (Yugoslavia) into two different countries. The Italian model and the condition of refugees in Italy partially resonate with the situation of refugees in Indonesia. The findings and analysis regarding the measures and indicators of integration may be relevant to our research on refugees in urban areas even though in a transitory context.


This article is a research guide focusing on urban aspects of forced migration. This guide’s analytical premise departs from integrating urban forced migration studies with discussions around urbanization and urban phenomena to provide conceptual and methodological guidance, hypotheses, and comparative reference. Based on the author’s research experience, this research guide is particularly useful for research in sub-Saharan Africa. The article proposes research steps as follows. (1) Clarify the definition of urban forced migrants. (2) Recognize the protection and legal aspects of urban forced migrants that sometimes goes unnoticed due to the absence of community caused by urban forced migrants’ high mobility. (3) Decide upon the spatial elements that form the boundaries of the city. (4) Clarify sampling problems such as sampling method, population, household size and composition, community diversity, and location. (5) Understand the policy and advocacy concerns
regarding refugee management, such as the fact that urban forced migrants often compete with local urban poor for limited low-income housing. (6) Understand policy concerns regarding accommodation, including concerns surrounding eviction, forced removal, and slum clearance by authorities. (7) Contemplate the forced migrants’ rights to education, as education is a key to social integration. (8) Explore the urban forced migrants’ access to health care. (9) Explore the networks, livelihoods, trade, and the informal economy of urban forced migrants. (10) Consider social integration theories against the process, practices, and challenges in the field. (11) Consider how urban forced migration's globalization, transforming identities, and translocality impacts the local's novel identities, affiliations, loyalties, and social organization forms.

Even though the author claims that the research guide applies only to sub-Saharan Africa, this guide is a handy tool for those conducting fieldwork on urban refugees in other locals as well. Several steps will need alteration due to different local contexts, but the research principles are generally applicable in general to urban refugee contexts.


This article is a results summary of a study, namely, RISE (Refugee Integration Survey and Evaluation), conducted in Denver, Colorado, the United States. RISE is the multi-year (2011-2015) and longitudinal refugee integration survey based on Ager and Strang’s integration conceptual framework (2004). The RISE study’s primary purpose was to operationalize the Ager and Strang integration framework by developing a reliable quantitative measure to assess refugee integration. The instrument measured Ager and Strang’s 10 “pathways” to integration, as well as the Overall Integration concept. The survey derives data from 467 respondents, newly arrived adult refugees in Denver from 2011–2012 from four target populations: Iraqi, Somalian, Bhutanese, and Burmese. This quantitative research aims to complete the study of refugee resettlement that usually depends on qualitative data (e.g., interviews). Qualitative research has weaknesses such as small sample sizes, and the fact that it may not be generalizable, is aggregated from deidentified records that marginalize sub-populations, is cross-sectional, and cannot assess overtime changes of the same cohort population; the RISE quantitative research fills the gap. This study addresses the extent of refugees’ progress along integration pathways from arrival through the first four years of resettlement. The study finds that Overall Integration scores represent variations in how refugees integrate into the receiving community’s socio-cultural web. Pathway scores reveal the dynamic, multi-dimensional nature of refugee integration. Albeit its success in mapping the Overall Integration, the RISE survey acknowledges its limitations, such as the fact that the method does not capture the influence of integration on receiving communities. Although the RISE instrument has proven valid and reliable, the authors warn future users
to consider the effects of different receiving communities, ethnicities studied, and resettlement periods as the current instrument is a work in progress.

The RISE study testing the integration framework results demonstrates the value of longitudinal data for understanding refugee integration. As integration is naturally a long, continuous process, a longitudinal study is vital to capture the integration process and outcome in a particular population rather than summarizing various unconnected research with cross-sectional data. This study will be a good departure for researchers, policymakers, or refugees service providers in taking a similar study on the refugee integration process and outcome.


This paper analyzes the interpretation of the notion of “protection space” by Congolese refugees in Kampala, Uganda, based on fieldwork during 2010-2011. It aims to provide an alternative account of “protection space” to add to the previous concepts by UNHCR and other studies that perceive of “protection space” primarily as institutional space between refugees and protection institutions. The alternative view presented of “protection space” focuses on urban space and refugees’ everyday lives in different forms of shelter, neighborhoods, and areas of Kampala. The spatial and scalar elements of refugee protection are examined through refugee narratives on their sense of security in the city by exploring their physical, imagined, lived, and relational elements of space. The analysis is divided into three levels: the micro-scale (home and shelters in rented houses and church buildings), meso-scale (neighborhoods and relations with Ugandans, including selecting a neighborhood and refugees’ relations with Ugandan neighbors), and macro-scale (connected with Kampala’s national and regional politics). The study finds that micro-scale and meso-scale factors influence refugees’ sense of urban security, as well as the macro-scale of broader national and regional political and economic spaces. Three issues relevant to the macro-scale are economic decline, elections, riots, and the voluntary repatriation agreement. The paper suggests that understanding refugees’ macro-scale insecurity discourses is essential to understand the Congolese refugees in Kampala, Uganda’s notion of “protection space”. Finally, the study concludes that adopting multiple conceptualizations of space is necessary to understand protection in urban space in order to fully capture the complexities of the “protection space” concept. This article calls for a reconceptualization of the notion of “protection space” with rescaling at the center of analysis.

This paper shows the facets of the “protection space” concept that invite discussion of the multi-interpretative meaning of protection and security for refugees in a transitory context. While the term “protection space” suggests a spatial element, the paper shows that this
concept also entails many intricate elements such as politics and social elements.


This is a policy note. Taking the urban perspective as the point of departure, this note recommends humanitarian engagement including donors, local authorities and the private sector for an improved humanitarian response to displacement. The note argues that the refugee crisis is an urban crisis since more than 60% of refugees live in urban areas. One reason for refugee preference to live in cities is because cities are centers of economic growth and opportunities. The note examines the refugee crisis from an urban perspective highlighting refugees’ long-term integration to their respective hosting environments. It argues the importance of place-based and city-scale approaches to refugee integration and underlines the opportunities for a city-scale approach that involves the private sector. It also argues that the private sector is a central pillar of development acknowledged by the United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. The need to integrate local authorities with the private sector for better displacement management is as follows. (1) The average time of displacement of more than ten years changes the perspective of temporary displacement. (2) Most refugees live in cities. (3) Urban aspects of displacement need to be addressed by refugee service providers and local authorities. (4) To involve private sectors in management of displaced peoples requires a change in rules and regulations. (5) It is time to put the European Union (EU) progressive policy framework into practice. The note sees the shifting paradigm of EU responses to displaced populations as an opportunity to develop a better displacement response. One of the new narratives suggested is implementing long-term solutions for refugees in host communities even though most host countries are reluctant to cooperate in facilitating refugees’ integration. Another narrative is abolishing refugee camps, as the camp is seen as a wrong response to forced migration. Finally, as innovation requires a long-term solution, more development actors need to be involved, including donors and the private sector.

This note contributes to the growing study of urban refugees. As an academic subject that has not yet been amply captured in scholarly debates, urban refugees are a phenomenon that calls for innovative solutions; this article fills the gap.


This paper examines the effectiveness of functional integration indicators, drawing upon Ager and Strang’s (2004) framework to assess and analyze the refugee progress and
experience with integration in the UK. The study focuses on the experiences and needs of refugees who previously arrived as asylum seekers in Birmingham due to the Balkan conflict in 1991. The author uses data acquired from four studies conducted in three different areas of Birmingham in 2004 and 2005. The authors conducted household surveys (1,770 responses) and 93 in-depth interviews with the targeted participants. The functional indicators assessed in the study were employment, housing, education, and health. Overall analysis and discussion reveal that the refugees’ integration is deprived; they are prone to homelessness and have difficulties accessing livelihoods, education, and vocational training. The author also suggests that integration is a non-linear process, and that its indicators affect one other; hence, they cannot be measured separately. Furthermore, the author highlights the importance of having a robust data set that includes the refugee markers to identify gaps and patterns and to better assess the functional indicators.

The paper is insightful because it sheds light on the concept of integration: from Berry’s (1991) concept to that of Ager and Strang (2004). This paper also provides information regarding the influx of refugees in the UK, along with the country’s integration policies. The studies elaborated upon in this paper can be a good precedent for academics who wish to research refugee integration.


The paper explains the interconnectedness between asylum-seeker and refugee social networks and social inclusion or exclusion and its linkages to their neighborhoods. The writer uses a combination of the study of National Evaluation of Children Funds and interviews with 14 asylum-seeker and refugee parents and 12 children (aged eight to 16), along with nine workers from refugee support groups. The paper uses the concept of social bonds (with other refugees), social bridges (with locals), and social link (with institutions) in analyzing the social networks asylum-seekers and refugees need to make in their destination country. In the UK, through the National Asylum Support Service, the government often places asylum-seekers and refugees in low-income, White majority neighborhoods with little to no previous exposure to immigrants. The writer argues that neighborhoods with many minority populations help create an inclusive neighborhood, which creates a sense of safety. On the other hand, a majority-dominated neighborhood tends to make asylum-seekers and refugees feel unsafe and they more often prefer to stay at home.

The paper also highlights the difference in experiences between adults and children among asylum-seekers and refugees. Adults mostly associate an inclusive neighborhood with practical support such as help to access health facilities and emotional support, especially help in developing English proficiency. In comparison, children associate inclusive
neighborhoods with friends and peer groups that bring the sense of safety from bullying and harassment. The paper concludes that even though a neighborhood with many minority populations can make asylum-seekers and refugees feel a sense of security, freedom, opportunity, and empowerment, most social networks are still in the form of social bonds. There needs to be more effort to create more mainstream social bridges, especially among first-generation asylum-seekers and refugees.


This article explores the living experiences of urban refugees in Kathmandu, along with aspects of their resilience and how these aspects affect their coping behavior. Utilizing Honneth’s recognition theory (1995), which constitutes love, solidarity, and rights schema, the authors also aim to determine whether their findings correlate with that framework. In April 2010, the authors collected data through focus groups and semi-structured interviews, and a photovoice activity with 16 Pakistanis and eight Somalis. The research demonstrates that the presence of immediate networks and support provided by the networks and religious activity (praying) provide the refugees’ coping strategies. These coping mechanisms also help maintain their self-confidence and self-esteem. Nevertheless, the absence of legal recognition hinders the refugees’ coping ability because it eliminates the opportunity to work legally or contribute their skills to society, hence affecting self-respect. The author concludes that a specific program and policies focused on enhancing the available coping mechanisms and resilience should be made available to further develop refugees’ agency.

The discussion of how the authors implemented Honneth’s framework in this case study and the analysis of the tripartite schema towards coping abilities are useful for researchers interested in conducting exploratory studies on urban refugee resilience.
3.4. Refugees and COVID-19


This paper explores the challenges of the three largest vulnerable refugee groups (Syrian, Afghan, and Rohingya refugees) facing the pandemic of COVID-19 from various perspectives: economics, social science, history, and culture. The authors developed a refugee variable of uncertainty based on a literature review and case studies. They argue that refugees’ highest uncertainty occurs with the combination of non-availability of proper reaction, total dependency of life and livelihoods on external agencies, and burden or threat from the refugee hosts. They also argue that the tendency of refugees to have underlying physical and mental health issues due to exposure to war or persecution cause refugees to be more vulnerable to the pandemic situation. Finally, the paper proposes a framework for pandemic-resilient camps that helps to reduce uncertainty.

The framework developed in this paper through a case study of the COVID-19 pandemic provides a basis for policymakers or other refugee management actors to design mitigation measures for possible future health crises or disasters affecting refugee communities. The multidisciplinary perspective used in this study took a different approach to refugee management research.

This is an issue brief on displaced women and girls in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. It features cases showing that displaced women and girls have higher risks and are often disadvantaged. The cases examine livelihoods and education, access to health and services, WASH (water, sanitation, and hygiene), and gender-based violence within households. This article also underlines the need for accurate and disaggregated data based on sex, age, and pregnancy status, as well as securing data privacy. In the final part of this issue brief, the author recommends various gender-sensitive programs be implemented in refugee communities during the pandemic for NGOs, international organizations, and donor organizations.

Gender inequality remains a serious problem, more so in times of multiple crises – the refugee crisis and the pandemic crisis. This issue brief helps policymakers, donor organizations, or service providers grasp gender issues within the COVID-19 pandemic period, which have been very dynamic.


This paper briefly explores the impact of states’ arbitrary restrictions on asylum seekers in the time of the COVID-19 pandemic and argues that refugees, asylum seekers, and internally displaced persons must be given the same access to health and other important services as the host society or anyone living in the state. Since forcibly displaced persons (FDPs) are prone to health crises, the author argues that governments should not restrict their access to protection, and should develop policies following international human rights law, international refugee law, and the rule of law.

The author discusses findings regarding state obligations that have adversely impacted both the FDPs and humanitarian actors. These obligations include border control, which has resulted in refoulment, restricted access of humanitarian actors to provide support and protection (including in conflict areas), and limited employment opportunities for FDPs. Furthermore, the author highlights the urgency to provide in-state services such as refugee status determination, health care, and accommodation. In addition, the author provides a caveat regarding in-state detention. The government must ensure that FDPs are not placed at greater risk of COVID-19 and are not quarantined in immigration detention since this is ultimately inappropriate for people seeking protection.

This article provides useful information, especially on international legal instruments that uphold refugee and asylum seeker rights, and how the laws provide avenues and caveats for governments to protect the rights of FDPs in a time of global pandemic. The discussion on accessing in-state services, humanitarian access, and detention conditions can inform
The article explores the conditions of two vulnerable groups, migrants and refugees, whose lives are radically affected by COVID-19 and who are now confronted with several unprecedented, pandemic-related challenges. In this article, the author classifies those challenges into four major groups: economic challenges, medical or sanitary-epidemiological challenges, social and psychological challenges, and political challenges. The author examines those challenges in the Russian context, as a country that has a significant role in its neighboring countries’ economic and political development.

The author points out that the pandemic has caused a global economic crisis due to the closure of a large number of productions, enterprises, and construction activities. In terms of the medical aspect, migrants and refugees are granted limited access to medical and sanitary prevention measures that may lead to an uncontrollable spread of COVID-19. On the social and psychological aspect, the mental health of migrants and refugees has become a primary concern since the pandemic has brought uncertainty to every aspect of their lives, such as limited chances to stay and work, higher risk of becoming ill due to limited access to medical services and other factors related to deportation and loss of employment. Lastly, the author highlights how the existence of migrants has been politicized during the pandemic. Migrants are prone to stigmatization and are blamed for the spread of COVID-19. This phenomenon has led the Russian government to close its borders. As a result, most migrants have lost their jobs, are unable to fly back to their home countries, and live in distressing situations.

The article may be useful for those who research migration in the time of the COVID-19 pandemic. It briefly discusses the challenges refugees and migrants face in Russia and how those challenges affect Russia and neighboring countries’ economic and geopolitical situation.


The article describes how the global pandemic has triggered countries to declare strict travel
restrictions in controlling the movement of migrants, including refugees and asylum seekers, even though asylum seekers are under threat of refoulment and persecution if they return to their home country or are at risk while waiting for resettlement or to disembark in a transit country. According to the WHO, refugee populations are distributed throughout 146 countries, and have a high number of COVID-19 cases. Refugees who travel from their home country are not affected by COVID-19, but they are at greater risk of contracting COVID-19 once they enter transit/neighboring countries.

The inability to access health services, language barriers, and financial issues only exacerbate their conditions. Refugees living in refugee camps and cramped accommodations are at risk, as following social distancing rules and hygiene standards is likely not possible. Such living conditions are detrimental and may lead to the outbreak of COVID-19. Refugees also may suffer physically, mentally, and financially due to the uncertainty of resettlement, while international migrant workers are at risk of losing their jobs due to the reduced number of employment options. The author suggests that governments provide an inclusive strategy for migrant and refugee health during the pandemic, and not use pandemic to justify forcibly sending refugees back to their home countries.


The article describes the prevalence of COVID-19 symptoms in Cox’s Bazar, based on a phone survey (909 households), using a symptom checklist based on WHO guidelines. Questions cover returning migration, employment, and food security, with additional questions on health knowledge and behavior to a 460 sub-sample. A previous baseline survey conducted before the pandemic in 2019 with 5,020 respondents in both refugee camps and host communities showed that refugee households have significantly lower levels of income and assets than members of the host community. Also, only 1.2% of households in camps, but 55.3% of those in host communities have a private toilet, and 31.3% of households in camps share a toilet with more than 25 people. Sharing a water source with a large number of users is also common in camps, where 62.1% report sharing water facilities with more than 25 users.

COVID-19 symptoms are highly prevalent in Cox’s Bazar, especially in refugee camps. Previous illness and inaccurate perception influences peoples’ decisions on whether to report symptoms and seek treatment. While attendance at religious and social events threatens efforts to contain the disease’s spread, pharmacies and religious leaders provide outlets to disseminate life-saving information.

The article illustrates how the COVID-19 pandemic exacerbates undocumented refugees’ precarious situation in urban areas, based on the case in Arua Municipality, Uganda. The district in which Arua Municipality is located hosts more than 250,000 South Sudanese refugees; 24% are self-settled urban refugees. One of the biggest challenges faced by the refugees during the pandemic lockdown is access to food. Access to food has been restricted due to a ban on public transportation, informal businesses, and street vendors, causing inflation of food market prices. The government does not offer food rations—even if rations were available, it is unlikely that refugees would be eligible to receive them as they are not officially registered as living in Arua. Furthermore, UNHCR and other international organizations rarely provide material assistance such as food or shelter in urban areas, as they operate solely in camps. Urban refugees are expected to be self-reliant. The World Food Programme (WFP) recently changed its policy and allows urban refugees to receive food rations; the authors argue that if urban refugees were adequately accounted for, municipalities could strengthen their health-care systems based upon the real number of inhabitants. In turn, the health and well-being of both urban refugees and Ugandans could be improved. They conclude that the current pandemic highlights the need for the inclusion of urban refugees in censuses and government planning, and should be a wake-up call to international NGOs to address the extreme vulnerability of those urban refugees who are so often deemed “self-reliant.”

The arguments echo current discourses on how the pandemic exacerbates inequality and discrimination towards various vulnerable groups, including refugees. It highlights one factor that distinguishes urban refugees from other vulnerable groups, i.e., being uncounted by authorities (international, national, municipal).


By examining patterns of how European countries manage refugee issues during the COVID-19 pandemic, this article suggests that the relationship between data, populations, and invisibility requires reconsideration. Invisible populations often live in unhealthy spaces (e.g., undocumented farmworkers in informal settlements in Italy and migrants under quarantine in overcrowded camps). Some countries have also suspended administrative services for migrants (e.g., Sweden, the Netherlands, and Belgium). The consequences of invisibility as explained in this article are that: (1) it exacerbates existing social and institutional inequalities, i.e., vulnerability due to lack of accessible information, access to
hygiene facilities, and economic vulnerability; (2) it may cause dramatic asymmetries both in the economy and in labor relations, such as exploitation in specific job sectors, creating a paradox that while certain essential work is vital, the workers doing this work are barred from accessing civil rights, and are kept out of the count and thus excluded from aid and relief; and (3) it helps fuel racism and xenophobia.

The authors suggest practical advice for making the invisible populations countable under fair conditions. They argue that a multi-pronged approach is needed: (1) careful consideration of counting methods and digital infrastructure used, respecting the principles enshrined in the EU General Data Protection Regulation, most notably data minimization (i.e., data collection should be limited to what is necessary) and purpose limitation (i.e., data should be collected for specific, explicit and legitimate purposes), to protect vulnerable populations and the societies surrounding them, rather than causing exclusion, discrimination or repression; (2) access to civil rights for people on the move must also include the right to be deleted from any database and not to be traced beyond the original goals; (3) an alliance between different counting entities rallying around the need for public critical care; (4) counting should take stock of the European migration regime, and invert the priority given since 2015 to securitization at the expense of health data. The authors finally underscore that a more comprehensive solution would be to redesign critical services to include all residents of a given polity, regardless of their status.

Overall, invisible populations are being exposed to greater risk to COVID-19 and its collateral effects health and well-being, which may also affect the whole (visible) population sooner or later. Reflecting on this article, a robust data management with careful consideration to invisible populations would benefit local governments. This pandemic crisis is a test case to evaluate the health care system in cities, were being more inclusive, including towards invisible populations, will always be advantageous for the whole population.


Having followed, observed, and engaged with social media profiles of local and Rohingya refugees in Malaysia for two months, the author reports her findings in this crowdsourced digital ethnography platform. This is an informative report highlighting the unfair state approach towards migrants and the long-standing structural racism that has escalated during the COVID-19 pandemic.

During the Movement Control Order (MCO) implementation to contain COVID-19, hate speech towards Rohingya refugees increased. Common narratives raised were “Malaysians first.” Other examples of racism included caricaturizing Rohingya refugees as uncivilized
and ungrateful illegal immigrants, who generate a plague that could spread and infect the country’s sociopolitical stability, complemented by manipulated photos and inappropriate captions. There were even petitions to reject Rohingyas. The government also engaged in discrimination. To illustrate, the Kuala Lumpur City Hall banned refugees from the wholesale market; and the government’s announcement to allow only citizens (Malaysians) into mosques was captured and circulated on social media. The whole situation, including possible detention, have made many Rohingyas struggle to fulfill basic day-to-day necessities.


This short article provides on overview of how the COVID-19 pandemic has impacted Venezuelan refugees. The paper demonstrates the continuous struggles of refugees even after attaining asylum in other countries. According to the UNHCR, the Venezuelan crisis has been the most significant exodus in Latin America’s recent history, forcing populations to move to the neighboring countries such as Columbia and Ecuador. When the neighboring countries were struggling to meet their own citizens’ needs and imposed strict social distancing measures due to COVID-19, the Venezuelan refugees, who work mostly in informal economies, were once again challenged by the financial crisis. They were forced to return to Venezuela, and upon arrival back in Venezuela, officials locked them up in border towns for quarantine.

This article presents an interesting case study of how the COVID-19 pandemic has had unique consequences on refugees returning to their origin country. Elaboration on how the refugees finally settled back in Venezuela while facing the pandemic could have provided a more comprehensive overview, as expected from the title.


This paper investigates the socio-environmental challenges facing residents of refugee camps in Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh. It briefly describes the risk factors for COVID-19 virus spread at the camp. There are more or less 1 million Rohingya refugees in Cox’s Bazar camps, causing the camps to be much denser than the required international standard. Denied citizenship by Myanmar, Rohingyas were also deprived of education, healthcare and contraception knowledge, and other living services, even before coming to Bangladesh. Being the second most impoverished district of Bangladesh, Cox's Bazar struggles with
health care and the pandemic. Spatial arrangements of the camp and the use of fuel wood, kerosene, and biomass burning have regularly exposed refugees to air pollution, which could worsen the virus spread.

To conclude, the camp’s multiple risk factors include limited WASH facilities, air pollution, Bangladesh’s weak protection system, and social exclusion, which has caused refugees to be less educated on health risks such as HIV, disease preconditions and mental stress. Despite these multiple risks, efforts to mitigate the spread of COVID-19 in the camp seem limited to practical measures, i.e., providing water for hand-washing and education on sanitation. Spatial adjustment measures have not been implemented in the camp or proposed by the authors.
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